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Executive Summary 
Renewable energy is gaining currency around the globe, but China and the United States are central to its 
development. They are the world’s top-two countries in terms of energy consumption, net oil imports, and carbon 
emissions, as well as gross domestic product (GDP) and manufacturing. Their large territories harbor some of the 
best sites to generate renewable energy. If the United States and China cooperate—and compete—effectively, 
renewable energy can contribute to economic growth, energy security, and climate change mitigation. The past two 
years saw important developments, including a bilateral agreement to phase down hydrofluorocarbon emissions 
(June 2013)1 and a joint announcement to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (November 2014).2 

China is often touted for its rapid adoption of renewable energy technologies. Long-term industry plans and new 
legislation suggest Beijing will maintain this policy direction, in line with its overall expansion of energy production 
capacity. In the United States, by contrast, renewable energy is a divisive issue. There are disagreements about how, 
if at all, the government should support alternative energy sources when natural gas is abundant, emissions are 
declining, and energy demand is slowing.  

This report assesses recent developments in China’s wind and solar industries and the implications for the United 
States. It builds on the Commission’s past work on U.S.-China energy issues, including the April 2014 hearing on 
bilateral clean energy cooperation. * The research also draws on Congressional testimonies, academic papers, 
industry and media reports, and statistical data. The report’s main themes and findings are outlined below. 

1) What have been the key successes and failures of the wind and solar industries in recent years, and what role 
has China played? 

• Within a span of 15 years, the wind and solar industries have achieved significant increases in deployment, 
investment, manufacturing value-added, and goods exports. On all these metrics, China has become a 
leader. Its entry into the industry has helped reduce costs and pioneer modular supply chains that stimulate 
trade with U.S. companies. Several Chinese wind and solar manufacturers rank in the global top ten. 

• However, China’s rapid deployment of renewable technologies has also resulted in industrial overcapacities 
and a low rate of renewable power generation. Scores of solar PV equipment factories stand idle or 
underutilized. China’s dumping of excess production onto world markets has given rise to protracted trade 
disputes with the United States and the European Union (EU). Although a rising share of wind and solar 
power in China is grid-connected, integrating that power into the electricity mix has been difficult. China 
is also missing its medium-term targets for offshore wind capacity.  

• Because the United States accords greater weight to market forces, it has done a better job than China in 
ensuring renewable energy installed translates into power generated. Yet, its policy framework lacks 
comprehensive direction. U.S. states provide various levels of support, while federal programs such as the 
production tax credit have not been renewed by the U.S. Congress. Some skeptics in the United States argue 
taxpayers and utility companies should not subsidize “green” industries that cannot compete with 
conventional fuels on the open market.  

2) What is China doing to address the shortcomings in its wind and solar policies?  

• The Chinese government has attempted to “rebalance” its renewable energy sector. More priority is being 
given to domestic deployment of solar power, improving grid connectivity for wind farms, and reducing 
curtailment of renewable electricity by grid operators. “Mega wind farms” are being avoided in favor of 
smaller generation units near cities. Price supports for onshore wind have been scaled back as well for the 
first time in six years, and early efforts are being made to transfer the cost of renewable energy to electricity 
consumers, who in the past have benefited from low electricity bills. On the industry side, certain inefficient 
manufacturers have been allowed to fail. Successful companies, in turn, are being encouraged to establish 

* For additional information, see the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission (USCC), 2014 Annual Report to Congress, 
November 2014, Chapter 1.4. See also the USCC’s Hearing on U.S.-China Clean Energy Cooperation: Status, Challenges, and 
Opportunities (April 25, 2014), Hearing on The Challenge of China’s Green Technology Policy and Ohio’s Response (July 14, 2010); 
Hearing on China’s Green Energy and Environmental Policies (April 8, 2010); and Hearing on China’s Energy Policies and Their 
Environmental Impacts (August 13, 2008). 
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a stronger presence in overseas markets and vertically integrate into research and development (R&D) and 
downstream utility sector services.  

• Nevertheless, vested interests push back against such “rebalancing” policies in China. Absolute targets for 
renewable energy capacity distort the incentives of local officials. The integration of wind and solar into 
the grid is further impeded by China’s utility sector, which is characterized by monopolistic enterprises, 
price controls, and a preference for thermal power generation. Attempts by wind turbine suppliers to 
diversify their activities overseas have also had mixed success, as small emerging markets have proven 
easier to enter than the United States.  

3) What is the impact of China’s wind and solar industries on global supply chains, the U.S. trade balance, and 
technological advances? 

• To an extent, U.S.-China trade in renewable energy components is a “win-win” that fosters supply chain 
integration and mutual comparative advantage. Companies in both countries are innovating cutting-edge 
technologies such as permanent direct-drive turbines (China’s Xinjiang Goldwind Science and Technology 
Co.) and thin-film solar PV (the United States’ First Solar, Inc.).  

• China is following the United States’ lead in adopting smart grid technology, thereby enhancing grid 
flexibility in ways that facilitate wind and solar power. China is also ahead of the United States in building 
ultra-high voltage (UHV) transmission lines that reduce power loss over long distances. UHV lines help 
transmit wind and solar power generated in China’s western regions to population centers further east.  

• Despite bilateral cooperation, the Chinese government has pursued an aggressive industrial policy that aims 
to take market share in segments where the United States currently has an advantage. These segments 
include silicon and wafers in the solar PV sector, and blades and generating sets in the wind sector. China 
controls most production of rare earth elements (REE) integral to next-generation turbine technology, and 
beginning in 2009 imposed export restrictions. Production gains outside China have not completely 
resolved this problem. Following its defeat in a World Trade Organization (WTO) dispute involving the 
United States, Japan, and the EU, China stated in January 2015 it would lift these restrictions, though full 
compliance is uncertain at this stage. 

4) How do wind and solar fit into China’s energy security strategy and environmental policies? 

• In terms of energy security, China faces greater challenges than the United States due to higher levels of 
GDP growth and energy intensity (energy per unit of GDP), a less balanced energy mix, and rising import 
dependence. The use of domestic coal reserves, as well as state-led efforts to increase overseas oil 
production and build energy stockpiles, is a partial solution at best.  

• The Chinese government has started to prioritize demand-side energy efficiencies such as fuel standards, 
price liberalization, tax reform, and environmental performance requirements for local cadre officials. Set 
against these measures is the imperative to sustain economic growth.  

• The expansion of gas, nuclear, and hydropower in China could eventually reduce state support for wind 
and solar. Yet, these alternative energy sources also come with tradeoffs. Acute water scarcities, social 
costs, and transboundary water disputes place constraints on hydropower generation. Shale gas extraction 
is challenged by difficult geology, environmental externalities, and uncompetitive bidding. Although China 
is introducing the latest in Western nuclear technology, the rapid build-out of new reactors raises questions 
about safety. 

• The United States and China have not made binding commitments at the multilateral level to reduce carbon 
emissions. However, they have jointly announced their commitment to emissions reductions. The United 
States is pushing its agenda via The President’s Climate Action Plan, while China is pursuing energy and 
carbon intensity targets, in addition to establishing a domestic carbon trading platform. An added incentive 
for China to reduce emissions is in order to improve air quality, which has become a serious public health 
hazard. 
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5) What are the primary implications for the United States? 

• Because wind and solar are emerging industries, the U.S. government is forced to strike a delicate balance, 
holding China accountable for unfair trade practices without disrupting the bilateral trade and cooperation 
that benefits the industry as a whole. 

• Acquiring lower-cost clean energy equipment from China may be economical for U.S. importers in the 
short run, but could eventually prove costly if the equipment is of low quality.  

• China’s shift from labor- to capital-intensive production could bode well for some U.S. companies. Greater 
household wealth could make Chinese consumers more inclined to pay for wind and solar electricity and 
stimulate demand for high-quality U.S. imports. At the same time, China’s upgrading into higher-margin 
segments of the wind and solar supply chain may intensify competition.  

• If a binding, multilateral commitment to future carbon reductions is made at this December’s United 
Nations Climate Change Conference in Paris, it could give renewed impetus to wind and solar deployment. 

This report commences with an overview of the wind and solar industries’ recent successes and failures. Section 2 
evaluates China’s measures to “rebalance” renewable energy deployment. Section 3 analyzes supply chains and 
technological developments, and how these are impacting U.S.-China trade in renewable energy equipment. The 
concluding sections look at renewable energy in the context of energy security and the environment, and consider 
implications for the United States.   
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Section 1: The Performance of the Wind and Solar Industries 
Key Successes 
The wind and solar industries have come a long way in a short period. According to a study by Pew Charitable 
Trusts, 735 gigawatts (GW) of clean energy technology were installed worldwide by year-end 2013, compared with 
virtually zero at the turn of the century. Wind accounted for the biggest share (307 GW), followed by small-scale 
hydropower (196 GW) and solar (144 GW).3 China and the United States topped the list, together comprising 44.8 
percent of the world’s installed clean technology (see Table 1). The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) calculates 
that deployed wind power capacity in the United States is now equivalent to the generation capacity of 60 large 
nuclear reactors.4 In the solar sector, the United States and China’s combined share of global installed capacity 
increased by 7.9 percentage points in 2012–2013. Germany, the solar market leader, saw its share decline. 

At the time of this report’s publication, Pew had not yet provided comprehensive cross-country data for wind and 
solar power capacity additions in 2014. New numbers from Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF), however, 
affirm that China and the United States continue to lead the wind energy sector. The United States added 4.7 GW—
a six-fold improvement over 2013—and China 20.7 GW, a gain of 23.7 percent year-on-year.5  

 

Table 1: Cumulative Clean Technology Installed, 2013  
(Gigawatts; share %) 

  

Source: Pew Charitable Trusts, 2013: Who’s Winning the Clean Energy Race? (April 2014); Pew Charitable Trusts, 2012: Who’s Winning 
the Clean Energy Race? (April 2013).* 
 

The industry has also received substantial capital. The 2014 Pew study states annual clean energy investment 
worldwide—comprising wind, solar, and other sources—averaged $242 billion in 2011–2013, compared with a 
mean of $101 billion in 2005–2007.6 BNEF reports global clean energy investment totaled $310 billion in 2014, 
the majority in wind and solar (see Table 2). As with installed generating capacity, China and the United States lead 
the pack, accounting for 45.6 percent of total clean energy investment last year.7  

 

Table 2: Clean Energy Investment, 2013–2014 
(US$ billions) 

  

Note: Rounding errors. Shares may not add up to 100 percent.  
Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance.   

* For installed wind and solar capacity by country, see Appendix Tables A1 and A2. 

Total Wind Solar Other Total Wind Solar Other Total Wind Solar Other
WORLD 735.0 307.0 144.0 284.0 100% 100% 100% 100% 13.4% 9.6% 38.5% 7.6%
China 191.0 88.6 19.1 83.3 26.0% 28.9% 13.3% 29.3% 25.7% 19.7% 193.8% 16.5%
United States 138.2 59.4 12.4 66.4 18.8% 19.3% 8.6% 23.4% 3.9% 0.0% 53.1% 1.4%
Germany 77.4 34.0 35.5 7.9 10.5% 11.1% 24.7% 2.8% 9.0% 9.7% 10.9% -1.2%
India 30.0 18.2 2.4 9.4 4.1% 5.9% 1.7% 3.3% -1.6% -9.0% 84.6% 2.2%
Rest of World 298.4 106.8 74.6 117.0 40.6% 34.8% 51.8% 41.2% 14.1% 11.7% 33.0% 6.6%

Year-on-year change (%)Gigawatts Share (%)

$ bn % share $ bn % share $ bn % share $ bn % share
China 68$    25.3% 90$    28.9% Solar 120$ 44.6% 150$ 48.3%
US 48$    17.9% 52$    16.7% Wind 90$    33.4% 100$ 32.1%
Other 152$ 56.8% 169$ 54.4% Other 59$    21.9% 61$    19.6%
Total 268$ 100.0% 310$ 100.0% Total 268$ 100.0% 310$ 100.0%

By Country By Energy Source
2013 2014 2013 2014
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Wind and solar energy have also become more price-competitive. 

• BNEF estimates turbine prices fell by 29 percent and solar PV prices by 80 percent between 2008 and 
2013.8  

• According to the DOE, leading up to 2009, the national average levelized cost of electricity (LCOE)* of 
new wind power purchasing agreements in the United States fell to a record low of $25 per megawatt-hour 
(MWh). In the solar sector, rooftop solar panels now cost 1 percent of what they did 35 years ago, and the 
cost for a PV module declined from $3.40/watt in 2008 to $0.79/watt in 2014.9 The U.S. Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) estimates that for plants entering service in 2019, the LCOE per MWh of onshore 
wind will be $80.30, cheaper than conventional coal ($95.60).10 

• China has experienced a substantial drop in the per-unit cost of turbines in wind farm concession bidding. 
For example, at the auction of 10 GW-scale wind power bases in Hebei Province and Xinjiang Autonomous 
Region in 2012, one of the successful bids for 1.5 MW-scale turbines quoted a price of $554 per MW, a 
decrease of $339 over the price submitted in a 2008 auction.11  

Technological breakthroughs are a principal driver of cost reductions. Larger and taller wind turbines are now 
capable of generating steadier output. A 2014 DOE report states that, compared with 1998–1999, the average 
electricity generating capacity of a single turbine in the United States has increased by 162 percent.12 In China, 
average turbine size installed jumped from 850 kilowatts (kW) in 2009 to 1,393 kW in 2012.13  

Important as well are improvements in manufacturing processes and business models. The DOE calculates that 
doubling solar PV manufacturing capacity translates into a 20 percent decline in PV prices.14 Production occurs 
across national borders and along complex value chains, introducing scale efficiencies and opportunities for 
cooperation. Solar PV modules exported from China, for example, may be produced using intellectual property 
from Germany, capital equipment from the United States, and cells converted in Taiwan.  

By playing a central role in these improvements and innovations, China has been able to “leapfrog” into a nascent 
industry not yet dominated by Western companies. At the 2009 World Economic Forum, China’s then premier Wen 
Jiabao announced that “China will accelerate the development of a low-carbon economy and green economy so as 
to gain an advantageous position in international industrial competition.”15 China’s insertion into the global solar 
PV industry really took hold in the mid-2000s, when there was a spike in European demand. China came to the 
industry much later than European and U.S. solar firms† but was able to undercut the market with cheaper panels 
at acceptable levels of quality, aided by government subsidies and a low cost of labor and other factor inputs. In 
2013, six out of the world’s top-ten solar PV manufacturers were located in China, compared with only one U.S. 
firm, Arizona-based First Solar.‡ 

Through a combination of market competitiveness and strong government backing, China has made similar strides 
in the wind turbine industry. Eight of the world’s top-15 wind turbine makers in 2013 were from China. U.S. and 
European incumbents, though, have the prevailing market share outside Asia; among them is the U.S. multinational 
conglomerate General Electric (GE). A fundamental difference between the wind and solar industries is that turbine 
components are less tradable, due to their bulk and the need to tailor turbines to local wind conditions. 

* According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration: “Levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) is often cited as a convenient summary 
measure of the overall competiveness of different generating technologies. It represents the per kilowatt-hour cost (in real dollars) of 
building and operating a generating plant over an assumed financial life and duty cycle. Key inputs to calculating LCOE include capital 
costs, fuel costs, fixed and variable operations and maintenance (O&M) costs, financing costs, and an assumed utilization rate for each 
plant type. The importance of the factors varies among the technologies.” U.S. Energy Information Administration, Levelized Cost and 
Levelized Avoided Cost of New Generation Resources in the Annual Energy Outlook 2014, April 17, 2014. 
http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/electricity_generation.cfm. 

† In the 1950s, U.S. scientists at Bell Laboratories created the first commercial solar PV cell. The 1960s space race established the first 
wave of major U.S. solar PV manufacturers, though a small market and high prices hampered development. The oil crises of the 1970s 
brought forward the second generation of solar PV companies, many of which evolved into today’s market leaders, such as First Solar. 
Michaela D. Platzer, U.S. Solar Photovoltaic Manufacturing: Industry Trends, Global Competition, Federal Support (Congressional 
Research Service, June 13, 2012), pp. 4-5. 

‡ See Appendix Tables A4 and A5 for top-ten wind and solar manufacturers. 
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The wind and solar industries can generate jobs at laboratories, factories, and power generation sites, as well as in 
corollary sectors such as insurance and finance. Data on sales of low-carbon goods and services, compiled by the 
United Kingdom’s (UK) Department for Business Innovation and Skills, ranked the United States first and China 
second in the world in 2012 (see Table 3).* A 2014 report by the Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st 
Century (REN21) counts 6.49 million jobs in the renewable energy sector worldwide, with half related to wind and 
solar. China is the chief job creator (41 percent share). The United States ranks third (10 percent share) behind 
Brazil, a leader in hydropower and biofuels.16 

 
Table 3: Low-Carbon Environmental Goods and Services by Country,  

2008–2012 (UK Government Estimate) 
(US$ billions) 

  

Source: United Kingdom Department for Business Innovation and Skills, Low Carbon Environmental Goods and Services: 2011 to 2012 
(July 2013). https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/low-carbon-and-environmental-goods-and-services-2011-to-2012. 
 

Key Challenges 

Deployment Issues 
While the wind and solar sectors have made significant progress, serious challenges persist. To begin with, installed 
capacity is not synonymous with power generation, especially in China. Wind and solar together accounted for less 
than 3 percent of China’s electricity generation in 2013 (solar is probably still less than 0.5 percent). Thermal 
power—predominately coal—comprises the bulk of new power generation (see Figures 1 and 2).17 This lack of 
renewable power generation is striking considering China’s dominance as a wind and solar equipment manufacturer.  

The expansion of coal-fired power has diminished the relative impact of wind and solar, but so have problems 
inherent to the renewable energy sector. As China’s installed wind capacity has skyrocketed, many wind generators 
remain unconnected to the grid. According to the China Renewable Energy Industries Association (CREIA), 
between 2010 and 2012, up to one-third of installed wind capacity in China was not grid-connected.18 Yu Guiyong, 
an expert at the China Wind Energy Association, claims China in 2013 connected only 48 percent of newly added 
wind capacity.19 Wind farms have proliferated in China’s western regions, far from the eastern seaboard where the 
bulk of electricity is consumed.† Utility companies have been slow to make the necessary investments in dedicated 
wind farm transmission lines. Similar problems plague China’s nascent solar power sector.20   

* There is some controversy with respect to these accounting methods and the definition of low-carbon goods and services. The UK 
government defines low-carbon environmental goods and services based on 24 sectors. These include not only renewable energy goods 
and services, such as solar, wind, and biomass, but also “environmental goods and services” (e.g., waste management) and “low carbon 
goods and services (e.g., building technologies, nuclear power, and carbon finance). UK Department for Business Innovation and Skills, 
Low Carbon Environmental Goods and Services (LCEGS), July 2013. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/low-carbon-and-
environmental-goods-and-services-2011-to-2012.  

† See Appendix Table A6 for grid connectivity by province in China in 2012. 

2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12
Total 1,959$  2,067$  2,131$  2,128$  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

1 US 395$     407$     415$     409$     20.1% 19.7% 19.5% 19.2%
2 China 261$     276$     280$     275$     13.3% 13.3% 13.1% 12.9%
3 Japan 123$     128$     132$     132$     6.3% 6.2% 6.2% 6.2%
4 India 121$     129$     132$     130$     6.2% 6.2% 6.2% 6.1%
5 Germany 82$        88$        90$        90$        4.2% 4.2% 4.2% 4.2%

Top-10 1,269$  1,337$  1,369$  1,356$  64.8% 64.7% 64.2% 63.7%
Rest of World 690$     729$     763$     773$     35.2% 35.3% 35.8% 36.3%

Total Sales (US$ bil l ions) Share (%)
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Figure 1: China’s Power Generation by Source, 1996–2012 
 (Gigawatt-hour [GWh] thousands) 

 
 
Note: “Other” is mainly wind power. “Thermal” is mainly coal; the natural gas and petroleum share of thermal power generation is very 
low. 
Source: China National Bureau of Statistics, via CEIC. 
 

Figure 2: U.S. Power Generation by Source, 2004–2013 
 (GWh thousands) 

  

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration. 
 

The latest data, published by China’s National Energy Administration (NEA), implies some improvement in wind 
power grid connectivity. The agency claims China connected 18.7 GW in 2014, for a cumulative total of 96 GW of 
grid-connected wind power. If cumulative installed capacity last year reached 109 GW (as BNEF data indicates), 
then China’s connectivity ratio is now a respectable 88.1 percent.21 

However, the connectivity problem should not be viewed in isolation. For one, wind farms that do connect to the 
grid are often underutilized. In 2013, the ten Chinese provinces with the most installed wind capacity had a wind 
turbine capacity factor* ranging from 18 percent (Jilin province) to 29 percent (Xinjiang Autonomous Region). The 
U.S. average was 33 percent. 22 Datang Renewables—a unit of one of China’s state-owned power generation 

* The net capacity factor of a power plant is the ratio of its actual output over a period of time, to its potential output if it were possible for 
it to operate at full nameplate capacity continuously over the same period of time. 
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companies—said utilization rates at its wind farms throughout China dropped dramatically in the first half of 2014 
owing to a fall in wind speeds.23  

Due to poor quality, turbines installed in China also malfunction too frequently. Other countries certainly face this 
problem, but the consequences are particularly severe for China’s mega wind farms. For instance, the Northwest 
Power Grid in the Gansu Jiuquan wind power base suffered a short circuit fault in February 2011 that led to a 
massive output loss of 840 MW from 598 turbines.24  

Such incidents threaten the safe operation of the power grid, and reinforce the tendency of grid operators to avoid 
wind power where possible. Indeed, curtailment—whereby a grid operator refuses to use electricity from a power 
generator—is a problem as well. As much as 11 percent of China’s wind power was curtailed in 2013, compared to 
rates of 1 to 4 percent in the United States.25 China’s NEA claims curtailment rates fell to 7.5 percent through the 
first nine months of 2014, a mark of steady improvement.26 Nonetheless, the problem has not been resolved, and it 
is too early to tell whether the recent drop is owing to cyclical trends or structural improvement. 

Due to wind power’s intermittency, as well as its tendency to maximize output during non-peak periods of electricity 
demand, utility-scale deployment may force grid operators to expand baseload capacity* to account for shortfalls.27 
Such measures may be acceptable if the energy source compensating for wind is clean and adaptable; in Denmark, 
for example, grid operators import hydropower from neighboring countries.28 Yet in countries such as China and 
the United States, a ready source of baseload power is coal. In addition to being polluting, coal-fired generators take 
time to shut off and restart, making them less compatible with wind and solar energy.  

The United States probably still generates more power from wind than China, even though it has less installed 
capacity (see Figure 3).† Non-hydro renewable power comprised 6.2 percent of U.S. power generation in 2013, a 
threefold increase over 2004, primarily thanks to wind power.29 John Romankiewicz, a clean energy analyst 
affiliated with University of California-Berkeley, predicts China will not surpass the United States in total wind 
power generation before 2020.30  

 

Figure 3: Wind Power in the United States and China: Capacity vs. Generation, 2000–2013 
 (Megawatts; kWh billions) 

Capacity (megawatts)                               Generation (kWh billions)  

 

Sources: U.S. DOE Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Office; Global Wind Energy Council; Greenridge Global; and the U.S. 
Energy Information Administration.   

* Baseload plants are the production facilities used to meet some or all of a given region’s continuous energy demand, and produce energy 
at a constant rate, usually at a low cost relative to other production facilities available to the system. 

† Equivalent data for the solar sector is difficult to obtain. The National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), China’s other 
regulatory agencies, and renewable energy industry associations do not publish figures on electricity generated by solar projects in 
China. There is a general consensus, however, that electricity generation from current projects is quite low, due to weak quality controls 
on installed equipment, curtailment, and grid infrastructure issues.  
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The dilemma for the United States is the “boom and bust” cycle of its wind and solar industries. Tax credit subsidies 
for manufacturing, investment, and power generation require periodic approval from the U.S. Congress. When 
approval is uncertain, investors become reluctant to commence new wind and solar projects that hinge on tax credits 
to be profitable.31 According to BNEF, the United States in 2012 ranked a mere tenth among the Group of 20 major 
economies (G20) in clean energy invested per dollar of GDP (renewable investment intensity), as investment 
plummeted by 37 percent year-on-year in 2011–2012 due to the imminent expiration of the production tax credit.32 
Just three years earlier, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 constituted the biggest ever public 
sector investment in the U.S. clean energy sector.33 

Policy uncertainty in the United States illustrates an underlying problem—dependence on government support to 
make renewable energy viable. Costs have certainly declined, especially for onshore wind farms. But governments 
still provide strong backing, either directly in the form of fiscal spending and tax incentives, or indirectly through 
regulations such as consumer surcharges, loan guarantees, and renewable portfolio standards. *  A central 
disagreement concerns price subsidies for wind and solar deployment. Supporters argue such subsidies are small 
relative to the private investment they stimulate, and in fact help reduce technology costs over time.34 They may 
also create a level playing field for nascent technologies, as mature technologies benefit from existing infrastructure 
and have a “sticky cost advantage.”35 Skeptics contend wind and solar technologies should be left to compete on 
the open market. Professor Robert J. Michaels, an economist at California State University-Fullerton, told Congress 
that wind power is not worth funding with tax credits because it is too expensive, decreases the efficiency of grids, 
and distorts the investment decisions of utility companies.36  

Offshore wind is an emerging area singled out for government support. A record $19.4 billion was invested in this 
sector worldwide in 2014.37 The EU, in particular the United Kingdom, has pioneered offshore wind development 
and leads the world in installed capacity.38 The European Wind Energy Association forecasts offshore wind power 
to account for 4 percent of the EU’s total electricity demand in 2020, and 14 percent in 2030.39 In the United States, 
a 2011 report by the DOE and the Department of the Interior outlines plans to deploy 54 GW of offshore wind by 
2030, about four times what the EU currently has installed and under development.40 China is equally ambitious. 
The government’s 12th Five-Year Plan (2011–2015) targets 5 GW of offshore wind capacity by 2015 and 30 GW 
by 2020. China built the world’s first utility-scale offshore development outside of Europe in July 2010, giving rise 
to other pilot projects along the coastlines of Shanghai municipality and Jiangsu province.41  

The road to offshore wind has been rocky, however. A July 2014 Bloomberg report finds China is three years behind 
its plan to install 5 GW of offshore capacity by 2015; less than 10 percent had been installed at that point.42 
Companies in Europe have also scrapped plans for more than 5,700 MW since November 2014.43 In the United 
States, offshore wind has barely gotten off the ground. The first U.S. grid-connected offshore wind pilot project, 
located in Maine, took until 2013 to complete.44 Cape Wind Associates LLP has struggled for a decade to build the 
country’s first offshore wind farm in Nantucket Sound, off the coast of Massachusetts. As of January 2015, the 
project was in the “financing and final commercial contracting stage.”45  

 

Table 4: Estimated Capital Costs for Onshore and Offshore Wind Power Systems, 2011 

 

Source: International Renewable Energy Agency, via Ross McCracken, “Wind Giants,” Platts Energy Economist, January 1, 2014, via 
Factiva. 
  

* See Appendix Table A7 for an overview of the principal U.S. subsidy programs. 

Onshore Offshore
Capital investment costs ($/kW)  1,700-2,450 3,300-5,000
Wind turbine cost share (%)      65 to 84   30 to 50
Grid connection cost share (%)   9 to 14    15 to 30
Construction cost share (%)        4 to 16  15 to 25
Other capital costs (%)              4 to 10 8 to 30
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Aside from issues concerning jurisdiction over maritime areas, offshore wind suffers from the cost burden of 
constructing and connecting turbines in the sea (see Table 4 above). The EIA estimates new offshore wind farms 
coming online in 2019 will cost $204.10 per MWh—over three times the price of conventional gas-fired power.46 
As such, offshore wind will likely require government support for years to come. 

Manufacturing Issues 
The renewable energy equipment sector presents a separate set of challenges. Although the recent drop in solar PV 
prices has raised the appeal of solar power for consumers and grid operators, price declines are a byproduct of 
excess production in China. In early 2013, over half of all solar companies in Jiangsu province, where two-thirds 
of China’s solar PV panels are produced, were forced to halt production due to the sharp fall in panel prices and 
reduced demand from Europe and the United States.47  

China’s overcapacities in the solar PV sector have wasted resources, including polysilicon inputs originating from 
the United States. They have also crowded out U.S. competitors; the U.S. share of global PV manufacturing fell 
from 43 percent in 1995 to 27 percent in 2000 and just 7 percent in 2010.48 U.S. Census data shows U.S. imports 
of Chinese solar cells and modules jumped in 2011, accompanied by a sharp drop in the unit price.49 Testimony 
from U.S. solar PV makers, provided to the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission in July 2010 
and to the International Trade Commission in October 2012, points to substantial job loss—particularly in Ohio— 
due to cheap equipment imports from China.50 

Critics claim the Chinese government is unfairly supporting its clean energy equipment producers. Rob Atkinson, 
president of the Information Technology and Innovation Foundation (ITIF), stated in 2011 that China is practicing 
“a very aggressive form of innovation mercantilism” that harms the clean energy sector and U.S. interests.51 ,* 
Market-distorting policies arguably include: 

• Extensive subsidies. In the course of investigations to evaluate whether the United States should impose 
anti-dumping and countervailing duty (AD/CVD) measures against Chinese solar PV producers, the U.S. 
Department of Commerce (Commerce) found that the Chinese government offers a range of subsidies, in 
the form of grant programs; government provisions of goods and services for less than adequate 
remuneration (primarily polysilicon, aluminum, and electricity); income and other tax exemption and 
reduction programs; and export subsidies and guarantees.52 A 2010 National Foreign Trade Council study, 
authored by the law firm Dewey & Leboeuf LLP, takes note of the NDRC’s Guidance Catalogue on 
Renewable Energy Industrial Development (issued November 2005), which offers preferential tax 
treatment or designated funding to 88 types of renewable energy projects.53 

• Induced demand for domestic producers. The National Foreign Trade Council report states that China’s 
bidding procedures for large wind farms favor China’s state-owned power generation companies, who in 
turn procure domestically produced equipment. 54  News reports also suggest the Chinese government 
creates demand for domestic equipment producers via diplomatic initiatives. For example, during the 2010 
state visit of then Premier Wen Jiabao to Pakistan, a project to generate 2.3 GW of wind and solar power 
was the most important agreement signed by the two countries.55 In the spring of 2013, Premier Li Keqiang 
actively lobbied in European capitals against the European Commission’s efforts to levy antidumping duties 
on Chinese solar panels.† 

• State-backed financing. Certain Chinese companies have had generous access to capital from state-owned 
banks and funds. Examples of financing deals are China Development Bank’s $5.5 billion loan to turbine 
maker Goldwind for the 2011–2015 period,56 a $4.8 billion loan to China Guangdong Nuclear Power 
Holding Co. to develop wind power projects at home and abroad,57 and individual loans to developers of 
overseas projects in return for procuring China-brand turbines.58 

* For critiques of China’s industrial policy in the clean energy sector, see Rosalyn Hsue, China’s Regulatory State: A New Strategy for 
Globalization (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2011), Chapter 8; Usha V. Haley, Subsidies to Chinese Industry: State Capitalism, 
Business Strategy, and Trade Policy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), Chapter 7. 

† For more information, see the June 2013 edition of the USCC Monthly Trade Bulletin. The report can be accessed at http://www.uscc.gov. 
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• Intellectual property appropriation. Chinese equipment producers have in some instances acquired 
intellectual property through outright theft, and as is more commonly the case, leveraged market access to 
compel technology transfer from foreign wind turbine companies selling into the China market.59  

To address China’s unfair trade practices, the Obama Administration has taken concerted action through trade 
remedies*:  

• In October 2010, Commerce notified the WTO of almost 200 Chinese clean energy subsidies in violation 
of trade rules.60  

• In November 2012, Commerce imposed anti-dumping duties on all imports of Chinese PV cells and 
modules.61 The duties did not, however, apply to solar panels assembled in China with components from 
third countries. To take advantage of this loophole, many Chinese firms moved production of solar cells to 
Taiwan while maintaining panel assembly in China. 62  SolarWorld Americas, the original petitioner, 
complained this loophole weakened the effect of the original duties.63 

• In December 2014, Commerce attempted to close the earlier loophole by introducing a new set of AD/CVD 
measures that capture China-origin solar panels made with solar cells from a third country.64 Weeks later, 
Commerce confirmed it would maintain the 2012 AD duties as well, though it reduced the duty levels based 
on updated evidence of lower dumping margins by Chinese panel makers.65 

Opponents of such trade remedies argue they are counterproductive. Michael Levi, an energy expert at the Council 
on Foreign Relations, finds barriers to clean energy imports may slow the flow of clean energy technology across 
borders, stifle innovation, starve capital-hungry U.S. firms of investment, and deprive U.S. consumers of access to 
cheaper sources of pollution-free power.66 In July 2013, China applied antidumping duties on U.S. polysilicon 
exports, a move interpreted by some as retaliation for the U.S. AD duties on solar panels.67 Others assert that the 
U.S. government also provides support to its domestic producers, and that China has already rolled back certain 
support measures.68  

 

Section 2: The “Rebalancing” of China’s Renewable Energy 
Deployment 
Changes in Deployment Strategy 
China’s wind and solar markets have developed in distinct phases. In the initial phase, dating back to the 1990s, 
domestic renewable energy deployment was marginal, and the majority of equipment was purchased from abroad. 
In the ensuing phase, beginning in the early to mid-2000s, domestic equipment manufacturing boomed and imports 
declined. This gave rise to a pattern in which China-made wind turbines were deployed domestically, while solar 
PV modules were exported. Consequently, China became the global leader in installed wind capacity as well as 
solar PV exports.  

The government enacted a variety of measures to encourage wind deployment.  

• Concession bidding. The NDRC, China’s chief industrial policymaking agency, instituted a wind bidding 
process in 2003 for all wind farms greater than 50 MW. Winning bids were based on the average price of 
the turbine and at least 50 percent Chinese-manufactured content (a policy that remained in place until 
2010). Most of the bidding was for mega wind farms situated in China’s wind-abundant northwestern 
region.69 

* The EU also threatened China with antidumping duties on solar PV modules in 2013, which would have involved $27 billion worth of 
imports. Bilateral negotiations between the European Commission and China took place in summer 2013. The EU eventually agreed to a 
“price undertaking,” which essentially places a quota and a minimum price on panel imports from China but does not impose AD/CVD 
duties. European Commission, “EU Imposes Definitive Measures on Chinese Solar Panels, Confirms Undertaking with Chinese Solar 
Panel Exporters,” December 2, 2013. http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-13-1190_en.htm.  
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• Mandatory grid access. The 2006 Renewable Energy Law set renewable portfolio standards for utility 
companies, obligating them to purchase all of the wind energy produced and to connect wind farms to the 
grid.70  

• Feed-in-tariff (FiT). The government introduced a nationwide FiT for wind power in 2009 with four 
regional benchmark prices. It used the earlier system of wind farm bidding prices as a point of reference.71 

• Capacity targets. The NDRC’s Medium- and Long-term Development Plan for Renewable Energy (2007–
2020) set a target of 30 GW grid-connected wind capacity by 2020.72 By 2010, China had eclipsed the 2020 
target ahead of schedule.73 (The current target for 2020 is 200 GW.74) 

In contrast, China’s solar energy policies initially were not geared toward domestic deployment. Rather, the decision 
of European governments to adopt FiT policies for solar energy created new demand for solar panels. Chinese 
manufacturers, aided by export-oriented economic policies, seized the opportunity, becoming the dominant global 
suppliers of solar PV within a five-year span beginning in the mid-2000s. The years 2007–2008 were crucial, as 
solar manufacturers constructed industrial-scale facilities to produce PV wafers, cells, and modules.75 Even as 
individual companies like Trina Solar became global leaders, hundreds of smaller enterprises flooded the market. 

Around 2009–2010, however, imbalances started to appear. Excess production of renewable energy equipment, 
combined with reduced solar subsidies and aggressive trade remedies by trade partners, disincentivized solar PV 
exports. Domestically, many wind farms were underutilized. 

This situation prompted the Chinese government to pursue a “rebalancing” policy, characterized foremost by a shift 
in domestic deployment toward the solar sector. Although China’s installed wind capacity remains many multiples 
higher than solar, that ratio has declined dramatically since 2010 (see Figure 4). In 2012–2013, solar capacity 
installed grew by 193.8 percent year-on-year, versus 19.7 percent growth for wind capacity. According to the 
estimated cumulative figures provided by REN21, China by 2014 ranked second in installed solar capacity behind 
only Germany.76 

 

Figure 4: Installed Capacity of Wind and Solar Energy in China, 2001–2013 
 (Ratios and growth rates based on MW installed) 

 
Year-on-year growth                 Ratio of wind to solar capacity 

 

Source: U.S. DOE; Global Wind Energy Council; China State Electricity Regulatory Commission; China Electricity Council; International 
Energy Agency; and REN 21. 
 

Following the lead of the wind sector, the government introduced a series of measures to promote solar deployment. 
The Solar Roofs program, unveiled in March 2009 under the direction of China’s Ministry of Finance (MOF) and 
Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development, provides subsidies for roof-mounted PV systems. The program 
accords priority to grid-connected solar projects in order to avoid the grid connectivity issues affecting remote wind 
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farms. Also in 2009, the government created the Golden Sun program, which subsidizes solar PV manufacturing 
and installation, * along with a concession bidding program for utility-scale solar projects.77  

China proceeded to introduce a solar FiT in 2011. Its point of reference was the 2009 provincial FiT in Jiangsu 
province, where most solar manufacturers are based. In conjunction with the solar FiT, the country’s main grid 
operator, State Grid Corp. of China, expanded and upgraded its electricity grids to better connect solar power.78 
State Grid also announced a plan in October 2012 to allow distributed solar power generators† smaller than 6 MW 
to connect to its power lines.79  

In parallel, the government has revised renewable energy deployment targets for solar power (see Table 5). In its 
Guidance on Promoting the Healthy Development of the Solar Industry, issued in July 2013, the State Council 
raised the solar capacity target to 35 GW by 2015, up from the 21 GW target set in the NEA’s 2011–2015 Solar 
Development Plan, issued just a year earlier.80  

 

Table 5: China’s Official Deployment Targets for Renewable Energy 
(Gigawatts, share %) 

 

Note: Due to frequent policy revisions, current targets may vary slightly from those listed here. Hydropower capacity goal includes 50 GW 
of pumped hydro storage.  
Source: Adapted from World Resources Institute, “Why Is China Taking Action on Clean Energy and Climate Change?” ChinaFAQs Issue 
Brief (May 2013), p. 4. 
 

Policy adjustments to wind deployment have been less drastic. In 2014, China installed nearly five times as much 
new onshore wind capacity as the United States, exceeding BNEF’s earlier projections.81 Still, there have been 
novel approaches. To tackle grid connectivity issues, the government started construction in 2009 on a 10 GW-level 
wind power station—nicknamed “Three Gorges in the Air”—with guaranteed access to transmission 
infrastructure.82 As with solar, the NEA began in 2011 to endorse the dispersed development of smaller wind farms 
near urban centers, where the disadvantage of low wind speed is to be offset by savings on power transmission 
costs.83  

Generous price supports are a key inducement to build wind farms. The NDRC proposed in September 2014 to cut 
per kilowatt-hour tariffs for onshore wind power for the first time since the national FiT was introduced in 2009.84 
The proposed cuts were deeper than the industry expected. Zhou Shiyi, an analyst at BNEF, predicted idled wind 

* MOF covers 50 to 60 percent of the production costs of select solar companies, as well as 50 to 70 percent of installation costs for solar 
generation and distribution systems. Golden Sun projects were initially limited to a total capacity of 20 MW, but MOF soon revised this 
target upward, and China has since announced new rounds of subsidies. Becky Beetz and Wenjing Feng, “China: 2.83 GW of Solar to be 
Installed under Golden Sun Program,” PV Magazine, December 11, 2012. http://www.pv-magazine.com/news/details/beitrag/china--283-
gw-of-solar-to-be-installed-under-golden-sun-program_100009542/#ixzz2Mao8mcXf. 

† According to the U.S. Solar Energy Industries Association, “Distributed generation (DG) refers to electricity that is produced at or near 
the point where it is used. Distributed solar energy can be located on rooftops or ground-mounted, and is typically connected to the local 
utility distribution grid.” Solar Energy Industries Association, “Distributed Solar.” http://www.seia.org/policy/distributed-solar. 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2020 2013 2014 2015
5-yr aver.
('15-'20)

Hydro 212 233 261 289 430 21 28 28 28
Wind 48 66 83 100 200 18 17 17 20
Solar 3 13 24 35 50 10 11 11 3
Biomass 7 7 10 13 30 0 3 3 3
Total 270 319 378 437 710 49 59 59 55

Hydro 78.5% 73.0% 69.0% 66.1% 60.6% 42.9% 47.5% 47.5% 51.6%
Wind 17.8% 20.7% 22.0% 22.9% 28.2% 36.7% 28.8% 28.8% 36.6%
Solar 1.1% 4.1% 6.3% 8.0% 7.0% 20.4% 18.6% 18.6% 5.5%
Biomass 2.6% 2.2% 2.6% 3.0% 4.2% 0.0% 5.1% 5.1% 6.2%

Cumulative  Capacity Annual Additions

Gigawatts

Share (%)
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farm projects and a potential decline in new wind installations, as “developers building projects originally planned 
for 2016 or 2017 then won’t have enough capital.”85 True to its word, the NDRC enacted tariff cuts in January 2015, 
to be applied to all wind projects approved after 1 January 2015 and to projects approved before that date but 
commissioned after 1 January 2016.86 Closer analysis, however, reveals the cuts were not as deep as initially 
proposed, suggesting the government may have buckled under industry pressure (see Table 6).  

 

Table 6: China’s Onshore Wind Tariff Reductions: Proposed vs. Enacted Tariff Cuts 
 (RMB) 

 

Source: Eric Ng, “Wind Power and Equipment Maker Shares Slide 6pc by Midday,” South China Morning Post, September 16, 2014. 
http://www.scmp.com/business/commodities/article/1593078/windpower-and-equipment-maker-shares-slide-6pc-midday; Jianxiang Yang, 
“China Confirms Cut to Onshore Wind Tariff,” Wind Power Monthly, January 8, 2015. 
http://www.windpowermonthly.com/article/1328437/china-confirms-cut-onshore-tariff. 
 

As noted in Section 1, the most recent data for 2014 suggests improved connectivity and reduced curtailment.87 Zhu 
Ming, deputy director of the National Energy Administration (NEA), pronounced last October that the government 
would “introduce new measures to eliminate curtailment in 2015.” He did not specify what precisely those measures 
would look like.88  

Structural Problems in China’s Utility Sector  
The utility sector presents a stubborn hurdle to “rebalancing” China’s renewable energy deployment. Since 
abandoning a command economy in the 1980s, the Chinese government has struggled to create a functioning market 
that provides adequate and cheap supplies of electricity to factories and cities. A rise in power outages at the turn 
of the century prompted a radical overhaul of the utility sector in 2002–2004. It led to the creation of an independent 
electricity regulator, the State Electricity Regulatory Commission (SERC), and divided up the state’s power 
monopoly into five state-owned power generation companies (the “Big Five”) and two transmission and distribution 
companies—State Grid and the smaller China Southern Power Grid. The government also introduced a new pricing 
formula: power tariffs were to be periodically adjusted in accordance with the six-month average floating price of 
coal; split into wholesale and retail prices; assigned tariff levels by region; and charged separate taxes by province.89  

These reforms marked a modest departure from the command economy but kept in place elements of the old system. 
The regional division of power generation and transmission assets among different state-owned enterprises (SOEs), 
coupled with local price and tax regimes, has hampered the integration of electricity markets.90 At the same time, 
SERC has deferred to the government’s planning body, the NDRC, which sets prices, devises long-term energy 
targets, and approves the major power generation facilities. 91  

In the years following the reforms, electricity price controls also remained largely intact. Coal prices rose 
exponentially in the 2006–2012 period, due to the upstream price reforms and the rapid growth in Chinese energy 
consumption. This should have resulted in a commensurate increase in the wholesale and retail electricity price, but 
NDRC officials balked at making the adjustments. Faced with periodic price squeezes, power generators incurred 
substantial losses, and many generation sites ran at below capacity due to high fuel costs. 92 In parallel, Chinese 
energy consumers were shielded from market prices. Cross-country data for 2012, aggregated by the World Energy 
Council, puts the cost of electricity per kilowatt-hour at five cents in China—versus 12 cents in the United States 
and 28 cents in Japan.93  

Original
tariff 

New 
tariff Change

New 
tariff Change

Region 1 0.51 0.47 0.04 0.49 0.02
Region 2 0.54 0.50 0.04 0.52 0.02
Region 3 0.58 0.54 0.04 0.56 0.02
Region 4 0.61 0.59 0.02 0.61 0.00

Cuts proposed 
Sep14

Cuts enacted 
Jan15
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Over the past three years, Beijing has stepped up its efforts to reform electricity prices. The NDRC introduced a 
three-tier residential electric price in July 2012, designed to make customers who use more power pay higher rates 
per kilowatt-hour than those who use less.94 According to Ryan Rutkowski, an economist at the Peterson Institute 
for International Economics, the price adjustment has helped utility companies earn a higher return on assets, which 
could incentivize them to turn away from cheap coal-fired power. However, it is not clear whether this reform 
trajectory can be maintained: 

In 2008 to 2012 [prior to the price reform], returns [on assets of utility companies] were suppressed by the 
state as part of a broader effort to stimulate the economy following the financial crisis. If coal prices rise 
once again, the state still has complete control over end user pricing, and thus can limit pass-through of 
rising on-grid tariffs. The 5 percent threshold for annual adjustment to on-grid tariffs also leaves plenty of 
room to squeeze thermal power producers once again. On the other hand, if market price reforms to 
electricity pricing continue, this will likely lead to higher prices. Higher prices will be an additional 
challenge to a manufacturing sector already struggling with rising labor, capital, and exchange rate 
costs.95  

Institutional faults in the utility sector have negative implications for wind and solar deployment. 

• Prioritization of thermal power to expand generation capacity. Overuse of cheap electricity on the demand 
side places enormous pressure on China’s power generators and grid operators to ensure adequate supplies. 
The simplest way to do so and earn a profit is by expanding power capacity using domestic coal supplies. 
In this context, renewable energy mandates can be a burden. A common ploy for the Big Five power 
companies to comply with government directives has been to “cross-subsidize” wind and solar projects 
using the profits earned from conventional power.96 

•  Dominance of SOEs. Curtailing wind power is technically illegal, since utilities should be buying and 
distributing the wind power generated. Due to their market dominance and state ownership, however, 
China’s grid operators—mostly subsidiaries of State Grid—can do so with near impunity. Moreover, 
according to CREIA, a group of 700 SOEs across China accounted for 90 percent of all wind power projects 
and 79 percent of all grid-connected wind capacity in 2011. Within this group, the Big Five power 
generation companies comprised 71 percent of the total share. The Big Five are particularly prominent in 
wind farm projects above 50 MW, which the central government reserves the right to approve.97  

• Ineffective planning at the local level. Local governments are permitted to build smaller wind farms below 
50 MW without central government approval. This has given foreign turbine suppliers a point of entry into 
the Chinese market. But since such projects are implemented by local governments, the quality of local 
wind resources and transmission infrastructure is inconsistent. Some local governments have also forced 
developers to source equipment locally in exchange for wind farm permitting. 98  In fact, part of the 
motivation behind deploying renewable energy in China’s northwest is to promote regional economic 
development, which has an underlying social stability dimension. Low grid connectivity and greater 
efficiency may therefore be tolerated for longer than if the objective were merely energy production. 

• Poor budgeting decisions. The funds China has set aside via its National Renewable Energy Fund (under 
the 12th Five-Year Plan) may be insufficient to cover the future costs of the solar FiT. Forecasts indicate 
the targets can only be met if the fund’s resources are exceeded by $13 billion every year through the end 
of the 12th Five-Year Plan in 2015. Li Shuo, a climate and energy campaigner at Greenpeace East Asia, 
predicted in 2013 that China might have to double the renewable energy surcharge to plug the gap between 
fiscal capacity and planned subsidies.99 Currently, electricity prices are being liberalized in the context of 
low energy prices. A key challenge will be to raise surcharges once energy prices rebound. 

A legacy of China’s command approach to energy markets is the insistence on absolute targets. Central planners 
devise capacity additions and long-term targets for each energy source in multiyear comprehensive and sectoral 
plans. Such targets may create stable expectations for future capacity growth, without the messy variation in state-
level policies one finds in the United States;* and yet, policymakers in advanced economies tend to dislike them 

* The United States has both general targets set by the DOE at the federal level, as well as state-level renewable portfolio standards. Data 
from the Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency indicates that as of 2013, 30 states and the District of Columbia had 
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because they distort incentives. Local officials may try to meet capacity targets through uncoordinated expansion 
or number fudging, neither of which contribute to substantive improvements.  

Setting absolute targets for the wind sector appears especially ill-advised because the Chinese government lacks 
comprehensive knowledge about the country’s wind resources. The United Nations Environmental Program’s Solar 
and Wind Energy Resource Assessment (SWERA) has mapped wind resources in several developing countries, but 
only partial estimates are available for China’s vast territory.100 As engineering professor David Keith of Harvard 
University points out, there is disagreement even among international experts about how much wind capacity the 
world can install, given constraints on land use and other factors. *  Professor Joanna Lewis of Georgetown 
University states:  

Many of China’s policies that governed wind power development over the past decade were informed by 
the government’s understanding of China’s total wind resource potential and where the best wind resource 
sites were located. Official Chinese wind resource measurements have changed rather dramatically over 
time, however, and as new studies increasingly elucidate better data on these three topics, it is becoming 
clear that some of the early policies may have been based on assumptions that were incorrect. For example, 
it is likely that China’s onshore resources were dramatically understated in early assessments, while 
China’s offshore resources were substantially overstated.101  

China’s planners are unlikely to abandon absolute targets in the near term, but there are signs of a changing mindset. 
For one, the targets are becoming less rigid. The Energy Research Institute, a think tank under the NDRC, forecast 
last November that China’s solar PV installations would reach 10 GW in 2014. Months earlier, NEA head Wu 
Xinxiong had given a target of 13 GW.102 The NDRC’s statement carries significant implications, since it suggests 
China might not meet the 2020 solar target of 50 GW.  

More importantly, the government is placing a stronger emphasis on percentage and intensity-based targets. The 
11th Five-Year Plan (2006-2010) for the first time formulated a target to lower energy intensity, supplemented in 
the 12th Five-Year Plan by specific pledges to cut carbon intensity and elevate the share of non-fossil fuels in 
primary energy consumption. At the U.S.-China summit last November, President Xi Jinping announced China’s 
goal to bring the non-fossil fuel share to 20 percent by 2030, nearly twice the 2015 target.103  

  

renewable portfolio standards (RPS), which require electricity providers to produce a certain percentage of energy from renewable 
sources. Six other states have set targets. Several states divide their RPS into different tiers, effectively creating more than one RPS 
target within their state. These targets vary considerably in terms of the target year and the target share for renewable energy mandated in 
each state. U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Energy in Brief: What Are Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) and How Do 
They Affect Renewable Electricity Generation?” January 25, 2013. 
http://www.eia.gov/energy_in_brief/article/renewable_portfolio_standards.cfm. 

* Professor Keith makes the case for “policy-constrained wind power capacity.” He argues that much existing research on the geophysical 
limits to global wind power rests on the assumption that one is willing to cover all of the land or even all of the land and ocean surface 
with wind turbines. A more policy-relevant question is what amount of installed wind capacity is actually feasible. Wind power 
resources may look greater on paper, but could be limited by distance from energy demand, competition for land, and the quality of the 
wind resource. Existing studies operate under the rule of thumb that local power production could go as high as several watts per square 
meter. Professor Keith and his colleague find wind power extraction is actually below one watt per square meter. Amanda Adams and 
David Keith, “Are Global Wind Power Resource Estimates Overstated?” IOP Science Environmental Research Letters 8:1 (February 
2013). http://iopscience.iop.org/1748-9326/8/1/015021?v_showaffiliations=yes. 
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Section 3: Trends in Wind and Solar Manufacturing 
Outbound Investment and Industry Consolidation  
In conjunction with changes to deployment policy, China has modified its industrial policy targeting wind and solar 
manufacturers. One facet is outbound investment. Under the “Go Out” strategy, launched during the 10th Five-Year 
Plan (2001–2005), Chinese firms have been encouraged to seek markets, resources, and technology abroad. 
Corporate wealth in China is increasing rapidly, as are the People’s Bank of China’s holdings of foreign exchange 
reserves. Loose credit policies in the wake of the global financial crisis added further impetus to outbound flows. A 
report by the World Resources Institute (WRI), covering the years 2002–2011, indicates that these outbound 
investment policies are also influencing the wind and solar industry. 

• Chinese solar and wind companies made at least 124 investments across 33 countries, with the United States 
as the prime recipient. The number of outbound investment projects by Chinese wind and solar companies 
doubled in 2009–2010. The 54 investments for which detailed data is available amounted to nearly $40 
billion. 

• Eighty-one projects were in the solar sector, and 41 were in the wind sector. Of the wind projects, 63 percent 
went toward wind farm development. Since turbines are bulkier than solar panels, turbine makers have an 
incentive to manufacture at or near overseas markets and to source some parts locally.  

• Solar sector investments were spread among a dozen Chinese companies, nearly all of them producers of 
solar panels. In the wind sector, on the other hand, one company, Goldwind, accounted for 12 out of 41 
projects. Utility sector SOEs are also leveraging their market position to diversify into the wind sector, 
including overseas investments. Of the 41 overseas wind investments recorded by WRI, 13 were made by 
power generation companies. Guodian United Power, for example, has acquired its own turbine 
manufacturing business.104 

In tandem with the “Go Out” strategy, the Chinese government is promoting industry consolidation back home. 
Solar PV production appears to have peaked and many producers are exiting the market. Among them is the main 
operating unit of Suntech Power, once the world’s premier solar panel manufacturer, which declared bankruptcy in 
March 2013 after Suntech’s international holding company defaulted on a bond payment of over half a billion 
dollars.105 The municipal government of Wuxi (in Jiangsu province) initially tried to help Suntech, but the company 
sold off its assets to a Hong Kong-based PV cell producer in the fall of 2013. Suntech’s international holding 
company is also facing a lawsuit from bondholders in U.S. courts.106  

Market corrections are beginning to occur in the wind sector as well. Due to an excessive number of turbine makers, 
the top-five turbine makers comprised just 65.3 percent of China’s installed capacity in 2011, versus a top-five 
concentration of 86 percent in the United States that year. The Chinese Wind Energy Equipment Association 
recently predicted that industry consolidation is very likely as oversupply pressures grow, leaving as little as ten 
turbine makers in the market.107 The success of Goldwind and the decline of its rival, Sinovel Wind Group Company 
Ltd., suggest that some market restructuring is already underway (see textbox below).  

A related trend is the downstream integration of China’s turbine makers into wind farm development. Goldwind’s 
financial statements show the company generated 17.2 percent of its revenue from power generation and wind 
power services in the first half of 2014. Goldwind, as well as China Ming Yang Wind Power, China’s second-
leading turbine maker, has used the acquisition of land with good wind resources as a means to do business with 
developers and operators. These are essentially “swap deals,” where the developer acquires rights to the wind farm 
site from the turbine maker in exchange for procuring that turbine maker’s products.108 For example, Goldwind 
formerly owned and operated the 109.5 MW Shady Oaks Wind Farm in Illinois, before selling it to a local U.S. 
power company in December 2012.* 

* Shady Oaks is the first utility-scale wind power plant to use Goldwind’s turbines in the Americas, with a 20-year power purchase 
agreement with Commonwealth Edison Co. Goldwind originally purchased the Shady Oaks wind project from Irish developer 
Mainstream Renewable Power. In December of 2012, Algonquin Power Co., Algonquin Power & Utilities Corp’s non-regulated power 
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A key challenge for Chinese companies is the fierce competition outside their home market. European and U.S. 
equipment makers, not to mention Japan’s Mitsubishi and India’s Suzlon, pursue sales across the world. According 
to the DOE, China-branded turbines occupied just 1.8 percent of the U.S. wind market during the boom year of 
2012. The U.S. market was topped that year by GE (38.2 percent share), followed at some distance by leading 
European turbine makers Siemens, Vestas, Gamesa, and RePower.* The pattern was even more marked in 2013, a 
poor year for U.S. deployment, as GE accounted for 90.5 percent of the market. Despite some high-profile overseas 
projects, 94.1 percent of Goldwind’s installed capacity in 2013 was deployed in China, where the company 
accounted for approximately one-quarter of the total capacity installed.109 The company’s only U.S. wind farm 
exceeding 10 MW was the aforementioned Shady Oaks project sold in 2012.110 

For the time being, China’s turbine companies are generating sales in emerging markets, which are less competitive 
but also less lucrative. Examples are Goldwind’s recent shipments to Cuba (51 MW, December 2013),111 Romania 
(50 MW, December 2013),112 and Panama (215 MW, April 2014).113 Goldwind is contemplating a wind turbine 
blade plant in Russia, in the context of recent improvements in China-Russia relations.114 A central state-owned 
hydropower company, China Three Gorges Corp., owns a minority stake in Goldwind and is helping the company 
secure contracts in Pakistan and potentially Latin America, where Three Gorges has acquired power generating 
assets. 115  Meanwhile, Ming Yang is aggressively courting the Indian market, where it has established a 
subsidiary.116  

 

Sinovel and Goldwind: Divergent Trajectories of China’s Leading Turbine Makers 
Sinovel Wind Group Co. was founded in 2004 with headquarters in Beijing. The company listed 10 percent of its 
shares on the Shanghai Stock Exchange in 2011, raising $1.4 billion. Officially in private hands, Sinovel has 
shareholders with strong ties to China’s economic elite.† It has invested in R&D for offshore turbines, yet most of 
its sales revenue has come from low-cost, mature turbine technology that it licenses from Western companies and 
sells to state-owned grid operators in China.117 Goldwind—private-owned and originated as a startup in western 
China in the late 1980s—has benefitted from Chinese government support as well, notably a $5.5 billion loan from 
China Development Bank.118, ‡  

Sinovel overtook Goldwind in 2010 as the top-ranked Chinese turbine company in terms of capacity installed. Since 
then, however, the two companies’ fortunes have diverged. Goldwind has matured into the world’s second-leading 
turbine producer, developing an innovative turbine drive technology—the permanent magnet direct-drive 
(PMDD)—together with Vensys, a small German company it acquired in 2008. Goldwind established a U.S. 
subsidiary in Chicago in 2010, and subsequently built a utility-scale wind farm in Shady Oaks, Illinois, with 
components sourced from several U.S. suppliers (Mortenson for project construction, LM Wind Power for blades, 
and Broadwind for towers). Although Goldwind had a poor year in 2012, it quickly recovered and retained its 
position in the global top five.119 The company further improved its sales in 2014, announcing in late October that 

generation subsidiary, acquired the project. Goldwind America, “Shady Oaks Wind Farm 109.5 MW.” 
http://www.goldwindamerica.com/project_profiles/shady-oaks-wind-farm/. 

* See Appendix Table A8 for the market share of individual companies in the U.S. wind turbine sector. The top Chinese turbine makers in 
the United States in 2012 were Goldwind (154.5 MW installed), followed at some distance by China Creative Wind Energy (61.2 MW), 
Guodian United Power (9 MW), Sinovel (4.5 MW), and Sany Electric (2 MW). *  

† Sinovel’s principal shareholders include Dalian Heavy Mechanical & Electrical (the Design Institute of Dalian Heavy Mechanical 
Group), where Sinovel’s founder Wang Yuan previously worked; Beijing Tianhua Zhongtai, controlled by the founder, Han Junliang, 
one of China’s richest men; New Horizon Capital, a China-focused private equity firm with ties to former Premier Wen Jiabao’s son; and 
Tibet Xinmeng Investment Development, majority owned by Wei Wenyuan, formally a top executive at the Shanghai Stock Exchange. 
Denise Law, “Sinovel Wind's IPO to Raise Three Times More than Original Target,” Financial Times Tilt, January 4, 2011. 
http://tilt.ft.com/posts/2011-01/9711/sinovel-winds-ipo-to-raise-three-times-more-than-o; Wayne Ma, “Sinovel Wind Group's Chairman 
Resigns, Citing Personal Reasons,” Wall Street Journal, July 9, 2014. http://www.wsj.com/articles/sinovel-wind-groups-chairman-
resigns-citing-personal-reasons-1404870982; Russell Flannery, “China Mints Two Wind Power Billionaires as It Overtakes the U.S. in 
Capacity,” Forbes, January 14, 2011. http://www.forbes.com/sites/russellflannery/2011/01/14/china-mints-two-wind-power-billionaires-
as-it-overtakes-the-u-s-in-capacity/; David Barboza, “Billions in Riches for Family of Chinese Leader,” New York Times, October 25, 
2012.  

‡ For more information on Goldwind, see Appendix Tables A9 and A10 for company financials.  
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its annual profit could quadruple.120 Goldwind’s share price on the Shanghai Stock Exchange has also outperformed 
its peers.*  

Sinovel has seen a steep decline in sales turnover and has dropped outside the top-ten global turbine makers. In its 
2013 earnings report, the company listed its 2013 net losses at RMB 3.4 billion ($605 million), compared to net 
income of RMB 2.8 billion ($424 million) just three years prior.121 In April 2014, the Shanghai Stock Exchange 
formally suspended trading on Sinovel’s corporate bonds because the company had reported negative net profits in 
two consecutive years.122  

Sinovel is also fighting a series of legal battles that further strain its finances.† Of special interest to the United 
States is an intellectual property lawsuit involving the U.S. firm American Superconductor Corp. (AMSC). AMSC 
sued Sinovel in 2011 for stealing its turbine control codes and turning back its order consignments. AMSC originally 
filed the case in a Chinese court in 2011, to little effect. The case escalated in the ensuing months, with AMSC 
pursuing Sinovel for $1.2 billion in damages in China and $800 million in the United States.123 In September 2011, 
an Austrian court convicted a former AMSC employee, a Croatian national, of selling trade secrets to Sinovel, and 
sentenced him to a year in prison.124 In June 2013, the U.S. Department of Justice charged Sinovel with trade secret 
theft, alleging Sinovel executives and a former employee of AMSC conspired to obtain copyrighted information.125 
In July 2014, a U.S. magistrate judge ruled that Sinovel’s attempt to present its subsidiary, Sinovel USA, as 
responsible for its activities in the United States was unfounded, and charged Sinovel along with two of its 
employees with stealing trade secrets. Back in China, the Supreme People’s Court issued a February 2014 decision 
in favor of AMSC, ruling that the copyright infringement cases should be heard separately from the commercial 
arbitration claims. The next trial in the case is pending.126 

Who Benefits from Clean Technology Trade? 
The United States has registered a trade deficit in goods with China perennially since the 1980s. Whether clean 
energy trade contributes to or reduces this deficit is debatable. Based on calculations by the Pew Charitable Trusts, 
the United States actually achieved a $1.63 billion “clean energy trade surplus” with China in 2011. Most of the 
surplus stemmed from U.S. exports of polysilicon and capital equipment to China for use in solar module assembly. 
Pew further calculates the United States achieved a $146 million bilateral trade surplus in the wind sector, owing 
mainly to blade materials exports (see Table 7). 

The wind and solar industries are characterized by a global division of labor and cooperative relationships among 
designers, suppliers, assemblers, and customers. These diverse stakeholders form networks that harmonize 
standards and promote incremental innovation. Within this international hierarchy, the United States and Europe 
enjoy an advantage in higher-margin and innovation-driven segments.‡ Chinese manufacturers, in turn, excel in 
labor-intensive production, economies of scale, and modular manufacturing. 

  

* Stock exchange data for Goldwind (002202:CH) and Sinovel (601558:CH) from Bloomberg. 
† The China Securities Regulatory Commission has investigated Sinovel for alleged breaches of securities regulations. China’s largest wind 

farm developer, Huaneng Renewables Corp. Ltd., has also sought damages against Sinovel in Chinese courts this year, on account of 
defective turbines and poor after-sales services. In October 2014, Huaneng Renewables sought $14.7 million in damages from Sinovel, 
based on allegations that Sinovel breached a 2013 supply deal by failing to resolve complaints about defective products. Beijing No.1 
Intermediate People’s Court heard the case on September 25. Huaneng claims it should not be required to pay the RMB 1.13 billion it 
owes Sinovel under their initial supply contract. Brian Publicover, “Huaneng Sues Sinovel for $14.7m,” Recharge News, October 2, 
2014. http://www.rechargenews.com/wind/1378783/Huaneng-sues-Sinovel-for-14.7m; Brian Publicover, “Sinovel Cut Q3 Losses as 
Orders Jump,” Recharge News, October 31, 2014. http://www.rechargenews.com/wind/1382162/Sinovel-cuts-Q3-loss-as-orders-jump. 

‡ It is difficult to gauge the revenues earned by U.S. companies from wind and solar technology licensed to China. U.S. government 
agencies do not report technology licensing revenues for the wind and solar sector specifically, in part because such data would require 
proprietary information from individual companies. A report by the National Foreign Trade Council does provide the source of 
technology for 70 wind turbine manufacturers in China. The list indicates that European designers—in particular the German companies 
Nordex, REpower, Dewind, and Aerodyn – are a more prevalent source of wind technology for Chinese companies than U.S. designers 
are. Dewey & LeBoeuf LLP (for the National Foreign Trade Council), China’s Promotion of the Renewable Electric Power Equipment 
Industry: Hydro, Wind, Solar, Biomass (Washington, DC: National Foreign Trade Council, March 2010), pp. 92-96. 
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Table 7: U.S.-China Clean Technology Trade, 2011 (Pew Estimates) 
 

Solar Equipment 

  

Wind Equipment 

 

Source: Pew Charitable Trusts, Advantage America: The U.S.-China Clean Energy Technology Trade Relationship in 2011 (Washington, 
DC, March 2013), pp. 15, 20.  
 

However, these industry dynamics appear to be changing. China is persistently upgrading its component production 
to compete in segments where the United States enjoys an advantage. Data from the China Petroleum and Chemical 
Industry Federation, for example, shows China running a trade surplus with the world in solar PV wafers by selling 
at low prices (see Figure 5).  

China is also improving its terms of trade in cell-grade silicon. Rapid growth in crystalline solar PV manufacturing 
caused temporary shortages of silicon in 2004–2007, resulting in higher prices on the world market. Because pure 
silicon feedstock production is very energy-intensive, prices were further inflated by the increase in global energy 
prices.127 To establish a buffer against global silicon markets, China began to ramp up domestic production. The 
provincial government of Jiangsu, where most of China’s solar panels are manufactured, set a target of 30,000 tons 
of polysilicon production by the end of 2011.128 By year-end 2013, China ranked first in polysilicon output, with 
seven of the world’s top-15 producers.129 This coincided with severe overcapacities; China’s polysilicon capacity 
utilization rates stood at less than 30 percent in the first half of 2013.130 

Wind components are less traded, and until recently, most of this trade took place between Europe and the United 
States. Yet here too, China has started to take on market share. U.S. imports of blades and hubs exclusive to wind 
turbines have slumped recently, from $892 million in 2012 to $488 million in 2014. During this period, Brazil and 
Denmark, top exporters of this product to the United States, saw the value of their shipments decline. In contrast, 
China saw the value of its shipments increase, allowing it to raise its market share from 16.2 percent in 2012 to 36.7 
percent last year.* China is also making headway on wind power generating sets. For all U.S. imports of this product 
between 1996 and 2011 ($12.6 billion), China accounted for only a 1.2 percent share. For all U.S. imports between 
2012 and 2014 ($1.2 billion), China’s share rose to 11.8 percent. While the United States has managed to expand 
its own exports of wind generating sets to the world, almost none of these exports are shipped to China.†   

* Data from U.S. International Trade Commission. HTS 8412909081. 
† Data from the U.S. International Trade Commission. HTS 850231. 

Exports Imports Balance Exports Imports
Capital equipment 2,200$ -$      2,200$   59.1% 0.0%
Inverters 10$       -$      10$         0.3% 0.0%
Polysilicon 684$     -$      684$       18.4% 0.0%
Wafers 300$     -$      300$       8.1% 0.0%
Cells 14$       151$     (137)$     0.4% 5.4%
Modules 12$       2,650$ (2,638)$ 0.3% 94.6%
Materials 500$     -$      500$       13.4% 0.0%
Total 3,720$ 2,801$ 919$       

US$ millions Share (%)

Exports Imports Balance Exports Imports
Tower -$     196$     (196)$   0.0% 50.4%
Finished Turbine -$     26$       (26)$     0.0% 6.7%
Blade Materials 325$    7$         318$     60.7% 1.8%
Electronics and Control 73$      -$     73$       13.6% 0.0%
Drive Train 103$    160$     (57)$     19.3% 41.1%
Rotor 34$      -$     34$       6.4% 0.0%
Total 535$    389$     146$     

US$ millions Share (%)
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Figure 5: China’s Trade in Monocrystalline Silicon Wafers (>15.24 cm):  
Trade Balance and Export Unit Value 

 (Trade balance in tons; unit value in US$ thousands) 

 

Note: “RHS” means right-hand side, “LHS” means left-hand side. 
Source: China Petroleum and Chemical Industry Federation, via CEIC. 
 

China has an incentive to move up the value chain because its advantage in labor-intensive production is 
diminishing. China’s official statistics show average manufacturing wages outpacing economic growth (see Table 
8). A separate indicator adjusted for inflation—the real wage index—also demonstrates that labor costs are on the 
uptick. Jiangsu province, China’s solar PV manufacturing hub, is no exception. 

China’s competitiveness in wind and solar manufacturing could be affected by rising costs for resource inputs, such 
as steel and aluminum. But resource prices have ebbed recently. Moreover, China derives considerable leverage 
from its near-monopoly over the world’s rare earths supply. Pricing and availability concerns persist regarding 
neodymium (Nd) and dysprosium (Dy), the rare earth metals required for permanent magnets used in direct-drive 
turbines. A 2011 estimate found a single direct-drive turbine averaged 600 kilograms of permanent magnet material 
for every megawatt generated, totaling several hundred kilograms of rare earth materials.131  

China began placing export restrictions on rare earths in 2009–2010, in the form of quotas, duties, and export 
licensing, arguing these were necessary to conserve natural resources and the environment.132 In the ensuing years, 
the volume of U.S. rare earths imports from China decreased, even as the cost of those imports increased—a shift 
that favored China’s rare earths exporters. A subsequent boost in production outside China did not completely 
resolve this problem.133 Following a complaint brought forward by the United States, Japan, and the EU, a WTO 
panel in April 2014 deemed China’s export restrictions on rare earths to be non-compliant with WTO rules. The 
panel found China did not place corresponding restrictions on domestic production and consumption.134 Four 
months ahead of its May 2015 compliance deadline, China announced it would remove the rare earths export 
restrictions.135 Whether China will follow through and completely lift the restrictions is uncertain at this stage.  
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Table 8: Select Wage Data from China:  
Average Manufacturing Wages at Non-Private and Private Enterprises; Real Wage Index 

(Converted from RMB into US$) 

  

Note: Based on 2,288 working hours per year (44-hour workweek) and nominal exchange rates at year end. “Yoy” refers to year-on-year. 
Source: China National Bureau of Statistics, via CEIC. 
 

The Development of New Technologies 
Technological advances play a vital role in making wind and solar deployment competitive in the energy market.* 
R&D is also an important dimension of the U.S.-China clean energy relationship. Below is a brief assessment of 
how the two countries are promoting the use of better technologies. 

Grid Infrastructure Technology 
Grid connectivity is a chief impediment to wind and solar deployment, particularly in countries with expansive 
territories like the United States and China. Various solutions are under development to optimize grid operations: 

• Ultra high-voltage (UHV) transmission technology. UHV transmission lines minimize transmission losses 
over long distances. China already has seven UHV lines in operation, the most of any country. Most long-
distance transmission lines in the United States operate at 230 kilovolts (kV), 345 kV, or 400 kV; in China, 
they mostly operate at 800 kV. In April 2014, the Chinese government approved the construction of another 
line operating at 1,000 kV between rural Anhui province and the cities of Nanjing and Shanghai. The NDRC 
has ambitious plans for as many as 12 inter-regional UHV transmission corridors spanning the country.136 
These plans are part of China’s West-East Electricity Transfer project, which aims to transport electricity 
generated in the scarcely populated western regions to population centers further east.† 

• Smart grids. Smart grids gather and act on information about the behaviors of electricity suppliers and 
consumers in an automated fashion. They can respond flexibly to intermittency problems associated with 
wind and solar power, as well as prevent overproduction of conventional baseload power (coal, nuclear, 
and gas). Installing smart grids involves three phases: (1) smart meters, (2) distribution automation, and (3) 
information integration. Of the $45 billion China pledged to spend on smart grid infrastructure under the 
12th Five-Year Plan, the majority has been allocated toward installing new meters in homes and 
businesses.137 China outspent the United States for the first time on smart grid technology in 2013 with 
investments of $4.3 billion, nearly one-third of the global total. Experts predict China’s current wave of 
smart meter installations to end in 2017, at which point the focus will turn to distribution automation and 
information integration. At this rate, China’s smart grids could soon achieve parity with the United States.138  

• Energy storage technology. Advanced battery systems are being developed to store wind and solar 
electricity generated during off-peak periods, to allow for timely deployment during periods of peak 
demand. Alternatively, stored energy could be used for heating or off-grid power applications in homes and 

* For all definitions of wind and solar components, refer to Appendix Table A3 and Figures A1 and A2. 
† For more information, see Woodrow Wilson Center China Environment Forum, “Electricity on the Move,” February 19, 2013. 

http://wilsoncenter.org/wilsonweekly/chinas-west-east-electricity-transfer-project.html. 

Annual Hourly
yoy 

increase 
%

Annual Hourly
yoy 

increase 
%

National Jiangsu

 2008 4,075.5$ 1.78$ 2,410.6$ 1.05$ 110.70 109.94
 2009 4,566.1$ 2.00$ 12.0% 2,530.7$ 1.11$ 5.0% 112.61 112.96
 2010 5,476.5$ 2.39$ 19.9% 3,023.8$ 1.32$ 19.5% 109.79 108.96
 2011 6,782.5$ 2.96$ 23.8% 3,804.6$ 1.66$ 25.8% 108.64 108.61
 2012 7,513.8$ 3.28$ 10.8% 4,475.7$ 1.96$ 17.6% 108.97 108.52
 2013 8,846.8$ 3.87$ 17.7% 5,239.2$ 2.29$ 17.1% 107.31 110.04

(Prior year = 100)
Average Manufacturing Wages Real Wage Index

Non-private (US$) Private (US$)
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businesses. IHS Technology predicts grid-connected global energy storage capacity will rise exponentially, 
from 340 MW in 2013 to 40 GW by 2022.139 So far, the technology remains at a pilot stage. In September 
2014, the California Public Utilities Commission set a goal of 1.3 GW of energy storage to support the 
state’s power grid by 2020.140 China’s battery energy storage sector, still in its infancy, is oriented toward 
renewable energy integration (see Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6: Battery Energy Storage in China by Application  
(Total operational = 54 megawatts) 

 
 
Source: Adapted from CNESA ES Project Database, 2014, via Electrical Energy Storage Magazine. http://ees-magazine.com/energy-
storage-in-china/. 
 

Wind and Solar Equipment Components 
Wind and solar components undergo constant innovation, both incremental and disruptive. A wind turbine contains 
no fewer than 8,000 components, so there is ample room for improvements. Innovations occur foremost in (1) the 
rotor, which consists of the blades, hub and spinner, and (2) the nacelle, which contains most of the components. A 
key distinction is between the popular “shaft-gear” nacelle and the more sophisticated PMDD system. Solar 
modules use fewer components than wind turbines, and thus offer less opportunity for modifications. What is similar 
to the turbine market is that one type of technology—in this case, crystalline silicon—holds greater market share, 
while another—thin film PV—is more advanced but less widely deployed (see textbox below for details).  

China’s Goldwind is the principal producer of PMDD technology. The company owns Vensys, a small German 
firm that helped pioneer PMDD. China has one of the highest concentrations of PMDD turbines in the world—at 
least 25 percent, according to estimates.141 In the United States, the corresponding market is significantly smaller; 
since 2008, less than 5 percent of the country’s new turbine installations used PMDD.142 GE Wind’s 1.5/1.6+ MW 
shaft-gear turbines were the United States’ most-popular turbine in 2012, totaling 33 percent of all capacity 
installed.143 Direct-drive systems are well-suited to giant turbines, so the growing pains of the offshore wind 
segment—especially in the United States—could hamper their wider application. 

Turbine makers in China are also focusing on designing longer rotor blades to accommodate the country’s low wind 
speeds, adverse weather conditions, and high altitude areas. Goldwind was among the first Chinese firms to develop 
rotor blades for this purpose. These blades are longer than those for typical utility turbines, equipped with protection 
against lightning and radiation, and thermally insulated. Goldwind in December 2011 completed its first high 
altitude wind farm project in the Yunnan-Guizhou Plateau, using 33 sets of 1.5 MW turbines.144  

In contrast to the wind turbine sector, where China has spearheaded the adoption of direct-drive technology, cutting-
edge solar PV technology is more widely deployed in the United States than China. U.S.-based First Solar is the 
world’s number-one thin film solar manufacturer, and the only thin film producer among the world’s top-ten 
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producers of solar PV. Using cadmium telluride technology, First Solar managed to bring the cost of thin film below 
$1 per watt for the first time in February 2009, and in 2013 achieved an efficiency rate comparable to crystalline 
silicon PV.145 In China, on the other hand, virtually all production and installation revolves around crystalline silicon 
PV. Slow adoption of thin film PV is in part a consequence of China’s modular supply chains, which make it 
difficult to adopt new technologies that cut out established suppliers. 

 

The Advantages and Limitations of Key Wind and Solar Technologies  
Wind Turbines 

Rotor blades: Within the rotor, the quality and length of a turbine’s blades are crucial to determining power capacity. 
Turbine manufacturers are increasing blade size to accommodate bigger turbines and improve electricity generation 
under low-wind-speed conditions. Joint research by GE, Virginia Tech, and the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL) suggests next-generation blades will need to grow by up to 50 percent in length.146 Currently, 
blades average between 30 and 50 meters, and on “super-turbines” upwards of 7 MW, can reach 75 meters in 
length.147 Turbine firms have also attempted to reduce the blade cost relative to other components. Rotor blades 
make up around one-fifth of the total turbine cost.148   

The industry is experimenting with turbine blades that combine light weight with durability. Standard practice is to 
bolt the blades on a cast-iron hub, one of the heaviest components in a wind turbine (typically weighing eight to ten 
tons). New material options undergoing laboratory testing are carbon fiber, composites, and fiberglass. In the United 
States, GE, Virginia Tech, and NREL are jointly experimenting with architectural fabrics wrapped around a metal 
frame.149 

 “Shaft-gear” vs. PMDD systems: In traditional shaft-gear systems, the blades spin on a shaft connected through a 
gearbox to the generator. In recent years, PMDD technology using permanent magnets has emerged as an attractive 
alternative that could make the shaft-gear system obsolete. Direct-drive generators are lighter, smaller, and more 
power-efficient. With fewer moving parts, they become economical in the long run due to low operations and 
maintenance (O&M) costs.150 Perhaps most important, PMDD technology is optimal for the giant turbines currently 
entering the market, as such turbines are particularly difficult to service when they break down. 

Direct-drive systems also come with disadvantages. They carry a heftier price tag, forcing wind farm developers to 
incur high upfront capital costs. The principal cost driver of direct-drive technology is its narrow, specialized supply 
chain. With fewer modular components, direct-drive systems require significant in-house capabilities to 
manufacture, and offer less room for competitive outsourcing. In addition, the price of the rare earth metals used in 
permanent magnets has fluctuated over time and is susceptible to China’s restrictions on production and exports. 
An added disadvantage is the proprietary nature of direct-drive technology, which makes it difficult for original 
equipment manufacturers to license. 

 

Solar PV 

Thin-film PV: Thin-film, still less than 10 percent of the global solar market, is significantly cheaper than crystalline 
silicon. Thin-film panels require less semiconducting material, and production can be done in one casting. The 
panels are lighter as well, which makes them easier to transport. Recent lab tests show thin-film is quickly catching 
up to crystalline silicon PV in efficiency rates (i.e., capacity utilization of a solar module). An additional benefit is 
that most thin-film PV deployed uses tellurium, gallium, and indium, which do not have the high costs of 
purification associated with crystalline silicon PV. The disadvantage of thin-film PV is that, due to lower 
efficiencies, surface area requirements are higher. Also, some non-silicon input materials are rare earths (e.g., 
tellurium) and others (e.g., cadmium) can be a hazard to human health.151 

Multi-junction silicon PV: Beyond traditional silicon-based and thin-film PV, other technologies have the potential 
to enter the market and alter the status quo. A leading emerging technology is multi-junction PV, which uses 
multiple semiconducting materials that can absorb a broader range of wavelengths, improving the cell’s sunlight to 
electrical energy conversion efficiency. Researchers in France and Germany recently achieved a 46 percent 
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efficiency rate using this technology—the highest rate ever recorded for a solar panel.152 The challenge is that multi-
junction PV requires additional frames that can be adjusted to follow the path of the sun, adding a layer of 
complexity and cost to the manufacturing process.153  

Carbon-based solar cells: New findings are also paving the way for carbon-based solar cells, which are much 
cheaper than silicon cells.154 Stanford scientists recently built the first “all-carbon” solar cell, while Yale scientists 
have invented a method to use smooth carbon nanotube films to create hybrid carbon/silicon cells.155 The problem—
not unlike with thin-film PV—is that carbon-based cells are inferior to crystalline silicon PV in terms of conversion 
efficiency.156 

  

Section 4: Energy Security and the Environment 
U.S. and Chinese Energy Security  

Import Dependence and Energy Demand 
Energy security* can be a powerful incentive to seek new sources of energy. Fossil fuel importers share concerns 
about the security of supply from distant and unstable regions, as well as the short-term volatility and long-term 
rise in energy prices. Wind and solar power have the potential to diversify a country’s energy mix without depleting 
domestic resource endowments or necessitating energy imports.  

At present, China has greater reason to be concerned about its energy security than the United States.  

• China in 2013 became the world’s largest net importer of oil (domestic production minus domestic 
consumption). Bolstered by domestic shale oil and gas production, U.S. oil imports hit a 20-year low in 
2012, and U.S. reliance on oil imports fell to 39 percent, compared with 59 percent in 2007. China’s rate 
of net oil import dependence reached a new high of 56 percent in 2012, up from just 26 percent a decade 
earlier.157  

• In September 2014, the EIA predicted the United States in 2040 will only source one-third of its crude oil 
from international markets. China, on the other hand, will import nearly three-quarters to satisfy its needs. 
By that point, China could also overtake the United States as the world’s top oil consumer.158  

• The situation is similar with natural gas. Although China accounts for a smaller share of global natural gas 
consumption (4.3 percent in 2012) than the United States (21.4 percent), its consumption doubled in 2007–
2012. Natural gas import dependence could compound China’s energy insecurity.159 

In the United States, energy demand is not placing a strain on supply. U.S. oil consumption fell by 11 percent in 
2007–2012, owing chiefly to an economic downturn, tougher fuel economy standards, and reduced vehicle use by 
the younger generation.160 For similar reasons, electricity generated in the United States from 2009 to 2013 totaled 
less than in the preceding five years combined.161 China, on the other hand, witnessed a 37 percent increase in oil 
use and a 34 percent rise in electricity use in 2007–2012.162 Behind these trends is a combination of rapid GDP 
growth and, in spite of recent improvements, high energy intensity by international standards (see Figure 7).  

As of 2012, the industrial sector accounted for over 70 percent of China’s energy consumption (see Figure 8). The 
corresponding figure in the United States was 34 percent.163 Several heavy industries (glass, cement, aluminum) 
suffer from overcapacity and add limited value to China’s economy. Recently, these industries have migrated from 
eastern China into the interior and western regions in search of fiscal incentives and cheaper energy costs.† 
Concurrently, China’s energy consumption is booming in the transport and housing segments. China’s urbanization 
rate (officially 53 percent in 2013) is nearly 30 percentage points lower than in the United States.164 New buildings 

* The International Energy Agency defines energy security as “the uninterrupted availability of energy sources at an affordable price.” 
International Energy Agency, “Energy Security.” http://www.iea.org/topics/energysecurity/. 

† For more information on the relocation of Chinese heavy industry to inland regions, see USCC 2013 Annual Report, November 2013, 
Chapter 1.1. 
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are appearing across the country, combined with greater energy intensity per square meter as living standards 
improve. China’s per capita ownership of vehicles is still moderate by U.S. standards, but it already became the 
world’s top-selling vehicle market in 2010.165  

Figure 7: Energy Intensity of GDP at Constant Purchasing Power Parities, 1990–2013 
(Kilograms of oil equivalent per 2005 dollar) 

 

Source: Enerdata. 
 

To an extent, China’s authoritarian government has the ability to reduce energy demand by fiat. Under the 11th 
Five-Year Plan, China introduced performance metrics into its cadre evaluation system, in order to hold local 
officials accountable for reducing emissions and energy intensity.166 During the duration of that five-year plan, 
China achieved energy savings equivalent to 500 million tons of oil, thanks mainly to closures of small power plants 
and mines, reductions in energy use at the top-1000 most polluting enterprises, and improved energy efficiency in 
buildings.167 During the 12th Five-Year Plan, China has continued these initiatives; for example, by expanding the 
Top-1000 program to 10,000 companies.168 

 

Figure 8: China Energy Consumption by Sector, 1985-2012 
(Standard coal equivalent tons millions) 

 

Note: “SCE” refers to standard coal equivalent. 
Source: China National Bureau of Statistics, via CEIC.   
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There has also been progress on energy prices and taxes. The NDRC loosened its price controls on refined petroleum 
products in 2013. These prices are now adjusted every ten days in line with international market trends. Previously, 
prices were adjusted every 22 days, and only if the price moved by more than 4 percent.169 Last December, China 
also introduced a price-based resource tax on coal consumption, taking advantage of a lull in energy prices. A price-
based tax is superior to a volume-based tax because it tracks markets more closely.170 Based on citations in Chinese-
language policy journals over the last few years, there appears to be some interest in instituting a carbon tax, though 
there are no official indications to date.171 

In spite of these progressive moves, the fact is demand-side measures are easier to design than execute. Central-
level officials contend with opposition from local governments in industry-heavy provinces who are preoccupied 
with sustaining jobs and fiscal revenue.172 Chinese households also spend an inordinate amount of their income on 
basic necessities. In light of rising inequality and a weak social safety net, the government relies on cheap energy 
to contain inflation and subsidize real incomes.173  

Low-Carbon Energy Sources in China’s Energy Supply 
On the supply side of the energy sector, there are numerous means by which China can improve its energy security. 
Smarter procurement and use of petroleum* and coal† is one solution. Equally if not more important are low-carbon 
energy initiatives. These are not limited to wind and solar; hydropower, natural gas, and nuclear power can all 
deliver affordable electricity at a steady rate. Below is a brief description of these alternatives and their current 
application in China. 

Hydropower: China ranks first in installed hydropower capacity (61.4 million tons of oil equivalent (Mtoe)), well 
ahead of second-ranked Brazil (36.9 Mtoe).174 Last decade, the country’s hydro capacity registered the largest GW 
gains of any renewable energy source. The government by 2030 plans to add 1,212 GW of hydro capacity, 
equivalent to six times India’s current installed power capacity.175  

Realizing this goal will be difficult. Water is essential to irrigation, industry, and households. Over the period 2003–
2010, China’s national renewable-water resources per capita averaged 2,000 cubic meters, just above the stress 
level of 1,700 cubic meters.176 Due to uneven distribution, 11 provinces are already water scarce.177 Faced with 
water scarcity in the arid northeast, the central government has allocated $65 billion dollars toward the South-North 
Water Transfer Project, which aims to divert 45 cubic kilometers of water a year northward.178 At the same time, 
the Three Gorges Dam and other hydro projects have altered flood patterns and displaced populations, with far-
reaching social implications that the Chinese government is only starting to confront.179 Hydropower has also 
caused tensions between China and its southern neighbors, as China owns headwaters to at least 10 major rivers.180 

Natural gas: Natural gas is a clean source of energy, and compared to coal can be applied flexibly. In addition to 
electricity generation, it can be used for heating and for transport fuel (converted gasoline, liquefied natural gas 
(LNG), and compressed natural gas).181 An influential report by the NDRC’s Energy Research Institute, published 
in 2012, advocates raising gas imports from abroad, especially into southeast China, where it could relieve the 
bottlenecks that plague rail-based coal shipments from the northwest of the country.182  

However, some Chinese policymakers are wary that China could become too reliant on foreign gas supplies. The 
ratio of imports to consumption is currently around 25 percent.183 China holds the world’s most abundant reserves 
of unconventional gas, so ramping up domestic production is a viable option. The decision by China’s state-owned 

* Roughly 80 percent of China’s oil travels through maritime chokepoints. To pursue alternatives, China is increasing pipeline-based 
imports; establishing a state-owned fleet of oil tankers; building up refinery capacity, and diversifying imports away from the Middle 
East and Africa. Overseas equity oil production entails financial and political risk, but offers China a means to offset oil price volatility. 
In addition, China began a strategic petroleum reserve (SPR) program in 2004, with the goal of having a reserve equivalent to 100 days 
of consumption by 2020. In recent months, declining oil prices have apparently allowed China to stock up its SPRs faster. 

† China’s indigenous coal supplies cover over two-thirds of the country’s daily energy needs. However, China’s coal use is unsustainable. 
The country has only 14 percent of the world’s proven coal reserves but accounts for nearly half of global coal output. Coal is mined in 
the northwest of the country, from where it either needs to be shipped to power generation facilities in the demand centers along the east 
coast, or converted into power locally, to be transmitted eastward via high-voltage power lines. Both options are suboptimal: the former 
results in rail transport bottlenecks, while the latter wastes electricity in the process of transmission. Finally, there are environmental 
costs: coal treatment places a strain on China’s scarce water supplies, and coal-fired generators are China’s number-one source of air 
pollution.  
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oil firms to invest billions of dollars in North American exploration projects is viewed by some as a strategy to 
“road-test” technologies for use back home.184 China’s first hydraulic fracturing (fracking) projects are underway, 
led by China National Petroleum Corp. in the northeast.185  

Analysts at Bloomberg, however, see China’s targets of producing 80 billion cubic meters of shale gas by 2020 as 
unrealistic, and predict output to approach a mere 18 billion cubic meters.186 China’s deposits are deeper and more 
scattered than in the United States.187 There are also environmental concerns associated with fracking,* including 
excessive water consumption, potential groundwater contamination, waste water disposal, and the possibility of 
earthquakes† near fracking sites.188,‡ In addition, shale projects in China have been subject to excessive government 
interference. China began auctioning domestic shale gas projects in June 2011,189 with a third bidding round 
expected sometime this year. An energy expert at Forbes magazine claims the bidding decisions are biased:  

China’s auction of shale blocks is a somewhat strange business. The first shale sale in June 2011 was 
largely a staged play among the six state-run bidders. The second round held in 2012 was open to private 
investors, but shortlisted candidates included the bizarre choices of a home-appliance company and a 
hardware firm that mainly sells hand tools. Now the repeatedly delayed third round is expected to take 
place, but things are unlikely to get any better for private investors hoping to benefit from the country’s 
future shale gas boom.190 

Nuclear energy: Nuclear energy, which currently accounts for just 2 percent of China’s energy mix, is a common 
substitute for coal in baseload power generation. In the aftermath of the 2011 Fukushima Daiichi disaster in Japan, 
governments around the world reassessed their nuclear power strategy. Germany decided to remove all nuclear 
power by 2022.191 The United States and China, on the other hand, did not abandon their plans. Indeed, the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission in late 2011 approved construction of four new reactors in South Carolina and 
Georgia, the first such approvals in three decades.192  

After conducting a safety review of all nuclear plants in operation and under construction, China in mid-2012 
opened the door for new nuclear power plant approvals as well. By then, China was building almost half of new 
global nuclear capacity, over 33 GW, with plans to reach 40 GW of capacity by 2015 and at least 70 GW by 2020.193 
China now has 22 nuclear power reactors in operation, 26 under construction, and more in the pipeline.194  

China is using cutting-edge AP1000 reactors designed by the U.S. company Westinghouse and other foreign 
suppliers.195  Westinghouse technology is being transferred to China in conjunction with the U.S.-China Peaceful 
Uses of Nuclear Technology (PUNT) Agreement. 196  The World Nuclear Association commends China’s 
“unprecedented eagerness to achieve the world’s best standards in nuclear safety.”197 China conducts at least one 
external safety review a year at each of its nuclear plants, and is beginning to collaborate with nuclear experts in 
Japan and South Korea.198 

* Hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, uses a high-pressure jet of sand, chemicals, and water to break up energy deposits buried deep 
underground to expose oil and gas resources. Drilling efficiency in the sector has improved to allow for more wells drilled at a faster 
pace than ever before, reducing the amount of rigs needed and yielding higher production rates. The media frequently links fracking with 
the shale gas revolution. However, fracking is also contributing to renewed oil production. Horizontal drilling, which drills lengthwise 
through the most energy-rich part of rock, is another new technique that has increased oil yields. Asjylyn Loder, “Fracking Pushes U.S. 
Oil Production to Highest Level in 20 Years,” Bloomberg, January 9, 2013. http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-01-09/fracking-
pushes-u-s-oil-production-to-highest-level-in-20-years.html. 

† An August 2013 Bloomberg report points to the risks of fracking in China’s earthquake-prone Sichuan basin. Julio Friedmann, chief 
energy technologist at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and former research scientist at Exxon Mobil Corp, stated: “The 
Sichuan basin is at the edge of the biggest continental collision in the world, India smashing into Asia. That’s stressing the continental 
crust.” A three-and-a-half year study by the Earthquake Administration Bureaux of Sichuan, Hebei and Zigong Municipality, recording 
more than 2,700 quakes of varying magnitude around an underground injection well in Zigong, Sichuan, found that “with the beginning 
of increased water-pressure injection, seismic activity around the test well showed a significant increase.” Benjamin Haas, “China 
Fracking Quake-Prone Province Shows Zeal for Gas,” Bloomberg, August 1, 2013. http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2013-07-
31/china-fracking-quake-prone-province-shows-zeal-for-gas. 

‡ The current debate over fracking in the United States may give pause to Chinese regulators. The U.S. Congress instructed the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 2010 to determine the environmental impact of fracking. Originally due for completion in 
2014, the EPA study has been postponed until 2016. See the EPA’s preliminary study: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Study of 
the Potential Impacts of Hydraulic Fracturing on Drinking Water Resources, December 2012. http://www.epa.gov/hfstudy/pdfs/hf-
report20121214.pdf.  
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China could still run the risk of building out its nuclear capacity too quickly. There is a direct economic incentive 
for it to pursue nuclear power, as much of the reactor design and construction, as well as component production, is 
done domestically. China’s political leaders have recently shown an interest in exporting the country’s indigenous 
nuclear technology—a difficult sell, since it has not been installed on a large scale within China.199 Also worth 
considering is China’s susceptibility to earthquakes, and a poor safety record in other industries, such as high-speed 
rail.200 

A study by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) provides useful projections for China’s future 
energy supply. The study presumes China will continue to shut down small, inefficient coal-fired power plants and 
also succeed in generating more power from renewable sources. Notably, the study sees greater potential for wind 
and nuclear than for natural gas, hydro, and solar (see Table 9). 

 
Table 9: China’s Power Generation Shares by Technology under Different Scenarios (to 2050) 

(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory) 

 

Source: Nan Zhou et al., “China’s Energy Emissions Outlook to 2050: Perspectives from Bottom-Up Energy End-Use Model,” Energy 
Policy 53 (2013): 60. 
 

The looming question with all low-carbon energy sources is how compatible they are with intermittent wind and 
solar power. Gas-fired power plants are relatively cheap to build and flexible to use, and thus may constitute a better 
baseload power source than hydro and nuclear. At the same time, grid operators still face the basic dilemma that 
wind and solar power is not available on demand. Thus, even if their levelized cost declines relative to other low-
carbon sources, wind and solar will remain at a disadvantage compared to more reliable sources that consistently 
meet peak demand. 

The Environment and Climate Change Mitigation 
China and the United States are the world’s worst carbon emitters, but neither country has agreed to binding, 
multilateral emissions cuts. (The United States has not ratified the Kyoto Protocol, while China as a non-Annex B 
signatory does not have binding targets.) After failing to reach a consensus at the Copenhagen Climate Summit in 
2009, Beijing and Washington have begun to make progress at the bilateral level. 

• In the summer of 2013, President Obama and President Xi forged a deal at the Sunnylands Summit to cut 
HFC emissions. The United States had been pushing for years to get Chinese support for a global phase-
down of HFCs under the Montreal Protocol Treaty on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, originally 
signed in 1987 to curb the use of ozone-depleting chemicals. 201 Melanie Hart of the Center for American 
Progress estimates that amending the original treaty could avoid half a degree Celsius of warming by the 
end of the 21st century.202  

2030 2050 2030 2050
Wind power (%) 0 6 13 10 16
Nuclear power (%) 2 13 25 19 54
Natural gas combined cycle power plants (%) 1 2 2 4 2
Hydropower (%) 15 12 12 17 16
Oil fired units (%) 2 0 0 0 0
Biomass and other renewable (%) 0 1 1 1 1
Solar (%) 0 1 1 1 1
Coal 100 MW (%) 21 0 0 0 0
Coal 100–200 MW (%) 11 0 0 0 0
Coal 200–300 MW subcritical units (%) 9 0 0 0 0
Coal 300–600 MW subcritical units (%) 35 1 0 0 0
Coal 600–1000 MW supercritical units (%) 2 22 8 19 0
Coal 4 1000 MW ultra-supercritical units (%) 0 44 41 30 9

2005
Continued 

improvement
Accelerated 

improvement
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• At the Strategic and Economic Dialogue talks a month after the Sunnylands Summit, the two countries 
agreed to a five-part plan to cut carbon emissions, with an emphasis on efficient heavy vehicles and coal-
fired plants.203  

• The Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) summit in Beijing in November 2014 saw further 
progress. President Obama declared targets for the United States to double the average pace of carbon 
reductions after 2020, for an overall reduction of between 26 percent and 28 percent by 2025, compared 
with 2005 levels.204 This followed the publication in 2013 of The President’s Climate Action Plan, which 
details the steps the Obama Administration will take to achieve its commitment to reduce greenhouse gas 
emission by 17 percent from 2005 levels by 2020.205 * China, in turn, announced targets to peak CO2 
emissions around 2030, with the intention to try to peak early, and reiterated its goal to raise the share of 
non-fossil fuels to 20 percent of primary energy consumption by 2030.206 The agreement could pave the 
way for a new international climate deal at the 2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference in Paris. 

China is also pursuing intensity-based targets. 

• Carbon intensity.† China aims to cut emissions per unit of GDP by 40 to 45 percent by 2020 from 2005 
levels, a target it announced at the Copenhagen Climate Change Conference in 2009. In the 12th Five-Year 
Plan, China committed to reducing the carbon intensity per unit of GDP by 17 percent from 2010 to 2015, 
implying approximately 3.5 percent in reductions each year.207 No up-to-date data has been made available 
by the government to track progress on this front. China’s chief climate negotiator claimed in early 2013 
that carbon intensity fell by 3.5 percent in 2012.208 It is difficult to verify this claim, and subsequent 
announcements have not been made for the years 2013 and 2014. An annual energy review by British 
Petroleum claims China’s carbon emissions growth in 2013 was half of average levels over the past decade. 
However, the BP data also suggests it will be difficult for China to meet its 2020 target.209   

• Energy intensity. In the 11th Five-Year Plan, China for the first time committed to reducing energy 
intensity. China claims to have reduced energy intensity per unit of GDP by 19.1 percent during the Plan, 
just short of the 20 percent target.210 Independent experts at LBNL, Yale and Columbia universities, and 
the International Energy Agency have confirmed China’s official results. 211 The 12th Five-Year Plan 
subsequently set a lower target of 16 percent reductions. A May 2014 report by the International Partnership 
for Energy Efficiency Cooperation claims China is on track to meet this target.212 

As part of its carbon reduction strategy, the Chinese government in 2013 launched three carbon trading platforms 
in Shenzhen, Beijing, and Shanghai. Analysts at BNEF predict China’s cap-and-trade program will rank second 
only to Europe’s by the end of this year.213 There are currently seven operating pilot programs, and details on the 
national plan are expected to be released in 2015. The California Air Resources Board (CARB), as well as the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, provided resources and advice during the formulation process of Shenzhen’s 
pilot program.‡ The June 2013 launch of the Shenzhen pilot was accompanied by a new order calling on firms in 
heavy-polluting industries to cut their emissions by 30 percent by 2017. 214  About 95 percent of state and 
provincially controlled firms in China now conduct carbon emissions monitoring.215  

Air pollution makes emissions reduction that much more pressing for the Chinese government. While air quality 
has improved markedly in the United States since the 1970 Clean Air Act, airborne particulate matter is now a 
leading cause of social unrest and healthcare problems in China.216 Air pollution in Beijing has reached such poor 
levels that the state-run news media in 2013 broke from its customary downplay of environmental concerns to report 
the true severity of the problem.217 At the 12th National Party Congress in March that year, outgoing premier Wen 

* California was the first U.S. state to establish a cap-and-trade program, which went into effect in 2012 and introduced an enforceable 
compliance obligation for emissions cuts in 2013. By establishing a price on carbon and reducing the carbon cap by 3 percent each year 
starting in 2013, California hopes to lower carbon emissions to 1990 levels by 2020 and achieve 80 percent reduction from 1990 levels 
by 2050. California Environmental Protection Agency Air Resources Board, “Cap-and-Trade Program,” July 11, 2013. 
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/capandtrade.htm. 

† For carbon intensity data, see Appendix Table A11. 
‡ In June 2013, high-level officials from Shenzhen and California signed a memorandum of understanding for further cooperation on 

emissions trading systems. “Memorandum of Understanding to Enhance Cooperation on Emissions Trading Systems between the 
Government of Shenzhen Municipality of the People’s Republic of China and the Government of the State of California of the United 
States of America,” June 18, 2013. http://www.arb.ca.gov/newsrel/2013/shenzhen_and_ca_mou.pdf.  
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Jiabao announced the government would start to monitor fine particulate matter (PM2.5) in provincial capitals and 
megacities.218 However, ahead of the November 2014 meeting of Asia-Pacific leaders in Beijing, rumors circulated 
that Chinese authorities had asked sites and apps to stop using air pollution data provided by the U.S. embassy, a 
timely source popular among Chinese citizens.219 

 

Implications for the United States 
In all likelihood, wind and solar power will make only a marginal contribution to global energy security and the 
environment in the next 10 to 15 years. Flaws inherent to each sector, combined with external constraints, will take 
time to address. Nevertheless, wind and solar continue to play an important role in manufacturing, trade, services, 
and R&D activities. On a level playing field, China and the United States stand to benefit from mutual engagement. 

Trends in China’s wind and solar sectors have important implications for the United States.  

• The right balance between trade enforcement and bilateral cooperation. Some U.S. manufacturers argue 
trade remedies against Chinese clean technology help level the playing field and send a message that the 
United States will not tolerate violations of WTO commitments. Others argue that trade remedies impede 
the functioning of global supply chains and make it more difficult for clean technology to compete against 
cheap conventional fuel sources. As U.S.-China cooperation deepens on issues such as climate change 
mitigation and clean energy development, disagreements over the proper use of trade remedies could 
intensify.  

• The risk of importing lower-quality components from China. Chinese renewable energy equipment 
imported into the United States can be both affordable and good quality. Notwithstanding these benefits, 
there have been several instances of quality lapses. Equipment acquired from China may be cheaper but 
ultimately less economical if it leads to equipment failure and low efficiency.220 The risk is especially great 
for utility-scale projects where cost is a major factor. More research could be done to compare Chinese and 
U.S. products over a power-generating project’s lifetime. 

• Tougher competition in high-margin segments. Once reliant on foreign suppliers for clean energy 
components, China has become fairly self-sufficient, to the extent that it is now exporting sophisticated 
components like silicon wafers and wind power generating sets. This adds to the leverage the Chinese 
government derives from a massive domestic market. Upgrading can have positive effects when it 
strengthens supply chains and spurs innovation. In China’s case, however, wind and solar manufacturing 
are also part and parcel of an aggressive industrial policy that disadvantages U.S. firms.  

• The emergence of China’s middle-income class. Beginning with the 11th Five-Year Plan, the Chinese 
government has aimed to rebalance the economy away from fixed investment and export-led manufacturing 
toward domestic consumption and services. While rebalancing has been a slow and incomplete process, 
disposable income is growing and a new middle-income class is emerging. Ordinary Chinese could become 
more willing to pay for wind and solar energy and high-quality U.S. equipment if it contributes to a cleaner 
environment and better quality of life. 

• Carbon trading and a post-Kyoto climate agreement. The United States and China’s joint commitment to 
cap carbon emissions by 2030 could increase the potential for developing and developed countries to sign 
onto multilateral emissions reductions at the United Nations Climate Change Conference in December 
2015. If a comprehensive agreement is reached, it could revitalize emissions trading schemes that generate 
carbon credits from wind and solar projects.   
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Appendix 
Tables 

 

Table A1: Cumulative Wind Energy Capacity Installed by Country, 2012–2013 
(GW; share %) 

  

Note: “RoW” refers to rest of world.  
Source: Global Wind Energy Council, Global Wind Report – Annual Market Update 2013 (April 2014). http://www.gwec.net/wp-
content/uploads/2014/04/GWEC-Global-Wind-Report_9-April-2014.pdf. 
 
 

Table A2: Cumulative Solar Energy Capacity Installed by Country, 2012–2013 
(GW; share %) 

 

Note: “RoW” refers to rest of world.  
Source: REN21, Renewables 2014 Global Status Report (2014). 
http://www.ren21.net/portals/0/documents/resources/gsr/2014/gsr2014_full%20report_low%20res.pdf 
  

End 2012 New 2013 End 2013 End 2012 New 2013 End 2013
1 China 75.3 16.1 91.4 26.6% 46.1% 28.7%
2 US 60.0 1.1 61.1 21.2% 3.1% 19.2%
3 Germany 31.3 3.0 34.3 11.0% 8.5% 10.8%
4 Spain 22.8 0.2 23.0 8.0% 0.5% 7.2%
5 India 18.4 1.7 20.2 6.5% 5.0% 6.3%
6 UK 8.6 1.9 10.5 3.1% 5.4% 3.3%
7 Italy 8.1 0.4 8.6 2.9% 1.2% 2.7%
8 France 7.6 0.6 8.3 2.7% 1.8% 2.6%
9 Canada 6.2 1.6 7.8 2.2% 4.6% 2.5%

10 Denmark 4.2 0.6 4.8 1.5% 1.7% 1.5%
Top10 242.6 27.2 269.8 85.7% 77.9% 84.8%
RoW 40.6 7.7 48.3 14.3% 22.1% 15.2%
World 283.2 34.9 318.1 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

GW Share (%)

End 2012 New 2013 End 2013 End 2012 New 2013 End 2013
1 Germany 32.6 3.3 35.9 32.6% 8.5% 25.8%
2 China 7.0 12.9 19.9 7.0% 33.1% 14.3%
3 Italy 16.4 1.5 17.6 16.4% 3.8% 12.7%
4 Japan 6.6 6.9 13.6 6.6% 17.7% 9.8%
5 US 7.2 4.8 12.1 7.2% 12.3% 8.7%
6 Spain 5.4 0.2 5.6 5.4% 0.5% 4.0%
7 France 4.0 0.6 4.6 4.0% 1.5% 3.3%
8 UK 1.8 1.5 3.3 1.8% 3.8% 2.4%
9 Australia 2.4 0.8 3.3 2.4% 2.1% 2.4%

10 Belgium 2.7 0.2 3.0 2.7% 0.5% 2.2%
Top10 86.1 32.7 118.9 86.1% 83.8% 85.5%
RoW 13.8 6.5 20.2 13.8% 16.7% 14.5%
World 100.0 39.0 139.0 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

GW Share (%)
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Table A3: Definition of the Main Solar PV and Wind Turbine Components 
 

Wind Components 

 
 
Source: American Wind Energy Association, “Anatomy of a Wind Turbine.” 
http://www.awea.org/Resources/Content.aspx?ItemNumber=5083&RDtoken=29819&userID=4379; U.S. DOE Office of Energy 
Efficiency and Renewable Energy, “The Inside of a Wind Turbine.” http://energy.gov/eere/wind/inside-wind-turbine-0. 
 

Solar Components 

 

Source: SolarWorld, “Solar Energy 101.” http://www.solarworld-usa.com/solar-101/solar-glossary.  

Rotor
The rotor usually consists of three blades, a hub, and a spinner. It creates the 
mechanical energy needed to generate electricity.

Blades
Blades are designed to generate lift, similar to airplane wings, causing the 
rotor to turn.    

Hub
The blades are bolted onto the hub, which is designed to absorb vibrations 
and steady the blades. The hub—usually made of cast iron— is one of the 
heaviest components of a turbine, weighing 8-10 tons for a 2-MW turbine.

Spinner/Nose 
cone

The spinner or nose cone covers the hub and can protect the hub from the 
outside environment.  

Nacelle
Made of fiberglass, the nacelle sits atop the tower and houses most of a 
turbine’s 8,000 components. It protects the internal components from the 
outside environment and provides support for the main frame.   

Gear box

Connecting the low-speed shaft to high-speed shaft, the gear box increases 
the rotational speed to 1,000-1,800 revolutions per minute—the speed most 
generators require to produce electricity. This component is also heavy and 
costly. Direct-drive turbines do not require a gear box. 

Generator
The generator converts mechanical energy produced by the rotor into 
electricity. 

Tower
Supporting the structure of a turbine, the tower is made of tubular steel, 
concrete, or steel lattice. Taller towers generate more electricity due to 
increases in wind speed. 

Polysil icon Polysil icon is the material from sand used to build 
semiconductors that convert sunlight into electricity.

Wafer
A wafer is a highly precise, thinly cut piece of si l icon. The 
process uses highly sophisticated manufacturing techniques 
to form the bases of a solar cell.

Cell
Solar cells are made through chemically treating the surface 
of the wafer to focus electrons when exposed to sunlight.

Module
The final step in the manufacturing process is wiring cells 
together with a protective outer layer to create a module, the 
finished solar panel.

Monocrystall ine A type of solar cell  that uses si l icon pulled into a single 
crystal.

Polycrystall ine 
(Multicrystall ine)

A type of solar cell  where several crystals form in a mold. 
These cells have a “metal flake effect” appearance.
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Table A4: Top-10 Solar PV Module Suppliers by Shipments, 2011–2013 

 

Source: Sile Mc Mahon, “First Solar and Suntech Led 2011’s Module Manufacturer Rankings, Says Lux Research Report,” PV Tech, 
March 12, 2012. http://www.pv-tech.org/news/first_solar_and_suntech_led_2011s_module_manufacturer_rankings_says_lux_res; Ray 
Lian, “Top 10 PV Module Suppliers in 2012,” PV Tech, January 28, 2013. http://www.pv-
tech.org/guest_blog/top_10_pv_module_suppliers_in_2012; and Ray Lian, “Top 10 PV Module Suppliers in 2013,” PV Tech, January 8, 
2014. http://www.pv-tech.org/guest_blog/top_10_pv_module_suppliers_in_2013. 

 

Table A5: Top-10 Wind Turbine Producers by Megawatts Installed, 2013 

 

Source: Make, via Suzlon; Renewable Energy World, “Vestas Back on Top as Wind Turbine Installations Leader,” March 12, 2014. 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2014/03/vestas-back-on-top-as-wind-turbine-installions-leader. 
 

  

1 First Solar US Yingli Green Energy China Yingli Green Energy China
2 Suntech China First Solar US Trina Solar China
3 Yingli Green Energy China Suntech China Sharp Solar Japan
4 Trina Solar China Trina Solar China Canadian Solar Canada
5 Canadian Solar Canada Canadian Solar Canada Jinko Solar China
6 Sharp Solar Japan Sharp Solar Japan ReneSola China
7 Hanwha SolarOne China Jinko Solar China First Solar US
8 Jinko Solar China JA Solar China Hanwha SolarOne China
9 LDK Solar China SunPower US Kyocera Japan

10 SolarWorld Germany Hanwha SolarOne China JA Solar China

2011 2012 2013

Company Country Megawatts Share
1 Vestas Denmark 4,683 13.2%
2 Goldwind China 3,654 10.3%
3 Enercon Germany 3,583 10.1%
4 Siemens Germany 2,838 8.0%
5 Suzlon Group India 2,235 6.3%
6 GE United States 1,738 4.9%
7 Gamesa Spain 1,632 4.6%
8 United Power China 1,384 3.9%
9 Mingyang China 1,313 3.7%

10 Nordex Germany 1,206 3.4%
11 XEMC China 1,135 3.2%
12 Envision China 1,100 3.1%
13 DEC China 816 2.3%
14 Sinovel China 816 2.3%
15 Sewind China 780 2.2%

Top-10 24,266 68.4%
Other 6,563 18.5%
TOTAL 35,477
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Table A6: China’s Grid Connectivity by Province, 2012 

(Megawatts) 

 

Source: Li Junfeng et al., China Wind Energy Outlook 2012 (Beijing: Chinese Renewable Energy Industries Association, Greenpeace, 
Global Wind Energy Council, and the Chinese Wind Energy Association, November 2012), pp. 6-7. 
  

Percentage 
grid-connected

MW
Share 

(%) Rank MW
Share 

(%) Rank Ratio
Inner Mongolia 14,384.0 30.1% 1 17,594.4 28.2% 1 81.8%
Gansu 5,551.6    11.6% 2 5,409.2    8.7% 3 102.6%*
Hebei 4,991.3    10.4% 3 6,969.5    11.2% 2 71.6%
Liaoning 4,039.5    8.4% 4 5,249.3    8.4% 4 77.0%
Jilin 2,936.3    6.1% 5 3,563.4    5.7% 6 82.4%
Shandong 2,718.6    5.7% 6 4,562.3    7.3% 5 59.6%
Heilongjiang 2,625.5    5.5% 7 3,445.8    5.5% 7 76.2%
Jiangsu 1,704.3    3.6% 8 2,886.2    4.6% 8 59.0%
Xinjiang 1,659.8    3.5% 9 2,316.1    3.7% 9 71.7%
Ningxia 1,361.5    2.8% 10 1,967.6    3.2% 10 69.2%
Shanxi 1,035.0    2.2% 11 1,881.1    3.0% 11 55.0%
Guangdong 933.0       2.0% 12 1,302.4    2.1% 12 71.6%
Fujian 873.7       1.8% 13 1,025.7    1.6% 13 85.2%
Yunnan 684.8       1.4% 14 932.3       1.5% 14 73.5%
Zhejiang 320.6       0.7% 15 367.2       0.6% 16 87.3%
Shanghai 269.4       0.6% 16 318.0       0.5% 17 84.7%
Hainan 254.7       0.5% 17 256.7       0.4% 20 99.2%
Anhui 247.5       0.5% 18 297.0       0.5% 19 83.3%
Shaanxi 245.5       0.5% 19 497.5       0.8% 15 49.3%
Henan 154.0       0.3% 20 300.0       0.5% 18 51.3%
Beijing 150.0       0.3% 21 155.0       0.2% 24 96.8%
Hunan 133.8       0.3% 22 185.3       0.3% 23 72.2%
Jiangxi 133.5       0.3% 23 133.5       0.2% 25 100.0%
Tianjin 125.0       0.3% 24 243.5       0.4% 21 51.3%
Hubei 115.4       0.2% 25 100.4       0.2% 26 114.9%*
Guizhou 60.9          0.1% 26 195.1       0.3% 22 31.2%
Guangxi 49.5          0.1% 27 79.0          0.1% 27 62.7%
Chongqing 46.8          0.1% 28 46.8          0.1% 29 100.0%
Sichuan 16.0          0.0% 29 16.0          0.0% 30 100.0%
Qinghai 14.0          0.0% 30 67.5          0.1% 28 20.7%
Total 47,835.5 100.0% 62,363.4 100.0% 77%

Grid-connected capacity Installed capacity
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Table A7: U.S. System of Subsidies 

 

Note: “ARRA” refers to American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. 
Source: Congressional Research Service, Renewable Energy Tax Incentives and Green Jobs, June 19, 2012. 
http://energycommerce.house.gov/sites/republicans.energycommerce.house.gov/files/Hearings/OI/20120619/HHRG-112-IF02-WState-
MSherlock-20120619.pdf. 
 

 
Table A8: Turbine Installations in the United States by Manufacturer, 2005–2013 

(Megawatts, share %) 

 

*Rest in 2012 included 231 MW of Chinese manufacturer turbines.  
Source: U.S. DOE, 2013 Wind Technologies Market Report (August 2014), p. 15. 
http://emp.lbl.gov/sites/all/files/2013_Wind_Technologies_Market_Report_Final3.pdf. 

 

  

Amount '11-'15 
budget

($ billions) Term Expiration Type

Investment Tax Credit 2.5$                      Upon installation Year-end 2016 Foregone revenue
Production Tax Credit 9.1$                      For 10 years Year-end 2013 Foregone revenue

of which wind 6.8$                     
Advanced energy mfg tax credit (ARRA) 1.4$                      Manufacturing One-time (Jan10) Foregone revenue
5-Year Cost Recovery for Renewable Energy Property 1.1$                      

1603 Grant (paid out in lieu of tax credits) 17.2$                    Upon installation Year-end 2011 Outlay
Total government spending (2011-2015) 31.3$                    

Tax Credits

In lieu of tax credits

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

1 GE Wind 1,431 1,146 2,342 3,585 3,995    2,543 2,006 5,014    984   
2 Siemens -      573     863     791     1,162    828     1,233 2,638    87     
3 Vestas 699     439     948     1,120 1,489    221     1,969 1,818    4        
4 Gamesa 50       74       494     616     600       566     154     1,341    -    
5 Repower -      -      -      94       330       68       172     595       -    
6 Mitsubishi 190     128     356     516     814       350     320     420       -    
7 Nordex -      -      3          -      63          20       288     275       -    
8 Clipper 3          -      48       470     605       70       258     250       -    
9 Acciona -      -      -      410     204       99       -      195       -    

10 Suzlon -      92       198     738     702       413     334     187       -    
Rest* 2          2          2          23       43          41       86       398       -    
Total 2,374 2,453 5,253 8,362 10,005 5,220 6,819 13,131 1,087

GE share 60.3% 46.7% 44.6% 42.9% 39.9% 48.7% 29.4% 38.2% 90.5%
Other Top-10 39.7% 53.2% 55.4% 56.9% 59.7% 50.5% 69.3% 58.8% 8.4%
Rest* 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.4% 0.8% 1.2% 3.0% 1.1%

Turbine Installations (MW)

Shares (%)
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Table A9: Goldwind Financials, First Half of 2013 vs. First Half of 2014 
(RMB millions) 

 

Source: Goldwind. 
 

Table A10: Goldwind Revenue Breakdown, 2012–2013 
(RMB millions; share %) 

 

Source: Hong Kong Government News, “Xinjiang Goldwind Science & Technology: Goldwind Announces 2013 
Annual Results, Distributed by Contify.com,” March 21, 2014, via Factiva.  

  

H12013 H12014

Pre-tax profit 109.6 376.8
Gross margin 18.6 30.4
Revenue from operations 3194.9 4400.0

Turbines and components 2830.1 3680.0
Wind power services 208.4 241.1
Power generation 186.3 520.3

Turbines sold (MW) 662.3 942.3
Turbines sold (units) 412.0 561.0
MW per unit 1.6 1.7

Financials (RMB millions)

Turnover 

2012 2013 2012 2013
Total revenues 11,225.00 12,196.00 100.0% 100.0%

Wind power services         392.13         589.96 3.5% 4.8%
Electric power generated at wind farms         251.96         384.62 2.2% 3.2%
Turbine sales   10,580.91   11,221.42 94.3% 92.0%

Mainland revenues     9,920.00   10,834.61 88.4% 88.8%
Overseas revenues     1,305.00     1,361.39 11.6% 11.2%

RMB millions Share (%)

By Market Segment

By Geography
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Table A11: Carbon Emissions and Carbon Intensity by Country 

  

Source: Enerdata.  
  

1990 2000 2006 2013 1990 2000 2006 2013
1990-
2000

2000-
2013

1990-
2000

2000-
2013

WORLD  20,490  22,787  27,140  31,097 11% 36% 0.564 0.472 0.452 0.415 -16% -12%
China 2,360  3,324  5,834  8,502  41% 156% 1.87 0.96 0.97 0.71 -49% -26%
United States 4,827  5,601  5,618  5,101  16% -9% 0.60 0.50 0.44 0.37 -17% -26%
India 548      939      1,257  2,011  71% 114% 0.52 0.51 0.45 0.46 -1% -9%
Russia 2,341  1,501  1,575  1,661  -36% 11% 1.16 1.18 0.86 0.74 2% -38%
Japan 1,005  1,134  1,149  1,186  13% 5% 0.32 0.31 0.29 0.29 -2% -6%
Germany 961      810      796      764      -16% -6% 0.46 0.33 0.30 0.27 -29% -18%

MtCO2

CO2 emissions from fuel combustion
CO2 intensity at constant purchasing 

power parities

kCO2/$2005p

Change (%)Change (%)
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Figures 
 

Figure A1: Images of the Main Solar PV Components 

 

                                      
 
                  Polysilicon                          Wafer               Cell         Module or Panel 
 
Sources: Vivian L, “China Solar: Who Survives China’s Polysilicon Shakeout?” Greentech Media, April 12, 2012; SolarWorld, “Solar 
Manufacturing Value Chain.” http://www.solarworld-usa.com/about-solarworld/value-chain. 
 

Figure A2: Components of a Typical Wind Turbine 

 

Source: U.S. DOE Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, “The Inside of a Wind Turbine.” 
http://energy.gov/eere/wind/inside-wind-turbine-0. 
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